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Kurzfassung

In den vergangenen Jahren haben Inlet und High Fogging Systeme zur Steigerung der

Leistung von Gasturbinen an Bedeutung gewonnen. Ziel dieser Arbeit ist, erste exper-

imentelle Ergebnisse zum Einfluss und Verhalten von Wassertropfen in der Strömung

eines Verdichtergitters bereitzustellen.

Der bereits existierende offene Gitterwindkanal des Laboratoriums für Strömungs-

maschinen der Helmut-Schmidt-Universität, Universität der Bundeswehr Hamburg

wurde erweitert, um das Eindüsen von Wasser mit Hilfe von Pralldüsen zu ermöglichen.

Mit dem berührungslosen Phasen-Doppler-Anemometer (PDA) werden die Strö-

mungsgeschwindigkeiten der Luft sowie die Geschwindigkeiten und die Durchmesser

der Wassertropfen innerhalb des Verdichtergitters gemessen. Zur Untersuchung der

Ligament Bildung und ihres Zerfalls an der Hinterkante einer Schaufel wird das be-

rührungslose Shadowgraphy-System eingesetzt.

In wasserbeladenen Strömungen können selbst kleinere Tropfen der Strömung nicht

folgen. Mit steigendem Durchmesser nimmt die Abweichung vom Strömungswinkel zu,

ändert sich aber nur noch marginal für große Tropfen.

Mit der Stokes Zahl St werden die Abweichungen bei der Strömungsgeschwindigkeit

und bei dem Strömungswinkel beschrieben. Mit steigender Stokes Zahl erhöhen sich

die Abweichungen, erreichen aber einen maximalen Wert.

Die ermittelten niedrigen lokalen Weber Zahlen We um eine Schaufel machen deut-

lich, dass hauptsächlich der Schwingungszerfall von Tropfen, verursacht durch aerody-

namische Kräfte, auftritt.

Die Tropfendurchmesser zwischen den Schaufeln sind vergleichbar mit denen im

Einlass. Aber stromabwärts der Hinterkante sinken die Durchmesser unabhängig von

der Wasserbeladung und der Strömungsgeschwindigkeit auf ein Minimum.

Untersuchungen der Bildung und des Zerfalls von Ligamenten an der Hinterkante

einer Schaufel ergeben, dass die Länge der Ligamente mit höherer Wasserbeladung

steigt und mit größeren Luftgeschwindigkeiten abnimmt. Die aus dem Ligamentzer-

fall resultierenden Tropfendurchmesser erreichen einen Minimalwert mit wachsender

Distanz von der Hinterkante.



Untersuchungen des Einflusses der Tropfen auf die Luftströmung zeigen, dass es bei

wasserbeladenen Strömungen zu einer Reduzierung der Luftgeschwindigkeit kommt.

Der Verlustbeiwert, berechnet aus der Impulsverlustdicke der Nachlaufströmung,

steigt bei Wasserbeladung.



Abstract

In recent years inlet and high fogging systems are gaining more importance for power

augmentation of gas turbines. Because of limited fundamental experimental data avail-

able, the aim of this work is to provide first experimentally obtained data of the be-

havior and influence of water droplets in a compressor cascade.

The existing open cascade wind tunnel of the Laboratory of Turbomachinery at

the Helmut-Schmidt-University, University of the Federal Armed Forces Hamburg is

extended, to allow the injection of water droplets into the airflow using injection pin

nozzles.

The non-intrusive Phase-Doppler-Anemometry (PDA) is used to measure the air

velocities and the velocities and diameters of the water droplets inside the cascade. To

investigate the ligament formation and breakup at the trailing edge of an airfoil the

non-intrusive shadowgraphy technique is applied.

For water laden flows it is found, that even small water droplets are not capable to

follow the airflow. With increasing droplet diameter the angular deviation rise, but for

large droplets the deviation hardly changes.

The Stokes number St is used to evaluate the angular and velocity deviations of

different droplet size classes. With increasing Stokes number the deviations increase,

but approach a maximum value.

Evaluating the local Weber number We around an airfoil reveals, that the Weber

numbers are small. Hence breakup of the droplets, due to aerodynamic forces, almost

always results from vibrational breakup only.

In the region between the airfoils the droplet diameters are comparable to the

diameters measured in the inlet. But downstream of the trailing edge the diameters

reach a minimum value independent of water load and air velocity.

Investigations of the ligament formation and breakup at the trailing edge of the

airfoil show, that the ligament length increases with higher water loads and decreases

with higher airflow velocities. The droplet sizes resulting from the breakup reach a

lower value with increasing distance from the airfoil.



Investigating the influence of the water droplets on the airflow reveals a decrease of

the airflow velocity. The loss coefficient obtained, using the wake momentum thickness,

increases for water laden flows.
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Nomenclature

Latin Symbols

ṁ mass flow kg/s

V̇ volume flow m3/s

A area m2

a velocity of sound m/s

BM Spalding’s mass transfer number m2/s

C calibration coefficient of the 5-hole-probe

c absolute velocity m/s

c chord length m

Cm mass concentration

cp heat capacity at constant pressure kJ/kg·K

cW drag coefficient

Cnj
number concentration 1/m3

D diameter m

D′′ diffusion factor

D32 Sauter Mean Diameter (SMD) µm

Dlg binary diffusion coefficient m2/s

Dv10 droplet diameter (10% of total liquid volume is in droplets of smaller diameter) µm

Dv50 droplet diameter (50% of total liquid volume is in droplets of smaller diameter) µm

Dv90 droplet diameter (90% of total liquid volume is in droplets of smaller diameter) µm

e denotation of a laser beam

F force N

f frequency Hz

f water/air ratio

g acceleration of gravity m2/s

h enthalpy kJ/kg

hvf enthalpy of evaporation kJ/kg

Ha de Haller number

K constant

k isentropic index of wet compression



IV Nomenclature

k parameter of the five-hole-probe

L latent heat of evaporation

L specific work kJ/kg

Lp particle spacing m

M mass fraction

m mass kg

m polytropic index of wet compression

m ratio of refractive indices

Ma Mach number

N number of particles size classes

N number of velocity samples

n number of particles

n polytropic index of dry compression

n refractive index

Oh Ohnesorge number

p pressure Pa

Q part of liquid fraction

q Rosin-Rammler droplet size distribution parameter

R gas constant J/kg·K

r reaction

RH relative humidity %

s slip

s specific entropy J/kg·K

St Stokes number

T temperature K

t time s

tt particle transit time s

Tu turbulent intensity

Tcl cooling limit temperature K

u circumferential velocity or velocity component in the direction of x m/s

V volume m3

v velocity or velocity component in the direction of y m/s

V el velocity V el =
√
u2 + v2 m/s

w relative velocity or velocity component in the direction of z m/s

w vapor/air mass ratio

We Weber number

X characteristis droplet diameter of the Rosin-Rammler equation

x spatial coordinate or distance variable m

y spatial coordinate m



Nomenclature V

z spatial coordinate m

Greek Symbols

α absolute flow angle ◦

α volume fraction

β relative flow angle ◦

∆Φ phase difference

δ1 mass defect thickness m

δ2 wake momentum thickness m

δ3 thickness for loss of kinetic energy m

δf distance between constructive fringes nm

∆s droplet size span

δ99 boundary layer thickness m

ǫ relative error

η efficiency

η load (ratio of mass flow rates)

Γ Gamma function

γ flow angle ◦

κ isentropic index

λ wavelength nm

µ dynamic viscosity Ns/m2

ν kinematic viscosity m2/s

ω angular frequency 1/s

ω angular velocity 1/s

ω pressure loss coefficient

ω rotation 1/s

φ flow coefficient

φ off-axis angle ◦

ψ elevation angle ◦

ψ work coefficient ◦

̺ density kg/m3

σ solidity

σ standard deviation

σ surface tension N/m

τ stress

τr relaxation time s

θ intersection angle of laser beams ◦



VI Nomenclature

ϕ flow angle ◦

ζ loss coefficient

Sub- and Superscripts

0 initial condition

1 inlet condition

2 outlet condition

∞ ambient condition

a air

c compressor or compression

c continuous

crit critical

D Doppler

D drag

d dispersed

d displacement

d dry

f film

g gas

i ideal

in inlet

k kinematic

l liquid or water

m meridian

m mixture

out outlet

p particle or droplet

p polytropic

p class droplet or particle size class

pg plexiglass

rel relative

s isentropic

sh shift

stat static

th thermal

tot total

u circumferential



Nomenclature VII

v vapor

w wet

w window

Others

D()
D t

material derivative D()
D t

= ∂()
∂ t

+ (~u · ∇) = ∂()
∂ t

+ u ∂()
∂ x

+ v ∂()
∂ y

+ w ∂()
∂ z

mean or average

~ vector
′ fluctuating velocity component
′ stator
′′ rotor

AGARD Advisory Group for Aeronautical Research and Development

CFD Computational Fluid Dynamics

PJ10 injection pin nozzle PJ10

PJ20 injection pin nozzle PJ20

PJ6 injection pin nozzle PJ6





Chapter 1

Introduction

Industrial gas turbines are used for power generation as a drivetrain for various ma-

chines in different applications. The gas turbine output is a function of the ambient

temperature, leading to a decrease in power output with an increase in ambient tem-

perature. A power output drop of 0.5 % - 0.9 % is reported for a 1 ◦C rise in ambient

temperature in conjunction with a decrease in thermal efficiency of 0.2 %. One possi-

bility to counter these significant loss in power and efficiency is to cool the gas turbine

inlet air. There are several inlet air cooling technologies available, as presented by

Kakaras et. al. [2004]. These may be classified into two categories

• refrigeration cooling (inlet air chiller),

it is used to cool down the inlet air below the wet bulb temperature and is

achieved either with a mechanical or an absorption refrigeration cooler;

• evaporative cooling,

– media-type evaporative cooling systems,

the air flows through wetted honey-comb like pads of cellulose fiber material

(the medium) and evaporates water off the convoluted surfaces, thereby

cooling the inlet air;

– inlet and high fogging systems (wet compression),

here a fine mist of demineralized water produced by high pressure nozzles

organized in a rack is sprayed into the gas turbine inlet plenum, where all

the water (inlet fogging) or part of the water evaporates and the remaining

water evaporates during the compression process (high fogging), leading to

a lower temperature of the process air.

Inlet and high fogging are the most common air cooling techniques chosen in the

last years, due to their low first and operating costs and fast implementation. As it is

stated by Bhargava and Meher-Homji [2002] the costs can be five times lower than for
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other techniques mentioned above. For the power plants presented by Zurigat et. al.

[2004] the purchase and installation expenses amortize within the first six months of

operation.

Along with the temperature decrease the mass flow of the gas turbine increases

which also leads to a higher power output. This is beneficial for combined cycles also

because of the higher steam mass flow that is produced by the increased gas turbine

exhaust flow. Another advantage of the fogging systems is an increase in thermal

efficiency also for combined cycles as it is reported by Meher-Homji and Mee III [1999],

which is not the case for the other inlet air cooling techniques.

While inlet fogging just leads to a lower air temperature the high fogging system

also reduces the work of compression compared to the inlet fogging due to the water

evaporating during the compression process. Mitsis and Savic [2004] specify an in-

creased power output of 5 % - 7 % for each percent of injected water (per mass of air).

The amount of water which is carried into the compressor is about 0.5 % to 2 % of the

inlet air mass flow but as it is stated by White and Meacock [2004] it is aimed for

higher water mass flow rates of up to 10 %.

As it is obvious from chapter 2, a lot of research on inlet and high fogging has

been done in recent years. Most of it deals either with theoretical approaches and

mathematical models or with the effects on the performance of the compressor or the

entire gas turbine process. But only very few is known about the behavior of water

droplets and their influence on the air flow inside the compressor. The behavior of

droplets or particles in the compressor and the influence on the aerodynamics has only

been treated in earlier works, for example by Tabakoff [1984].

Therefore this work deals with the behavior of water droplets in a compressor cas-

cade and their influence on the aerodynamics in the compressor. The aim is to present

first measurement results which can be used to describe the occurrences inside a com-

pressor cascade operated in a two-phase flow. The presented results should establish a

basis for subsequent investigations and they can be used to validate numerical models.

In chapter 2 the state of the art is presented. As mentioned above, there are only

very few publications presenting experimental work concerned with two-phase flow in

turbomachinery. Therefore in this chapter some of the latest publications about inlet

and high fogging are presented as well as publications dealing with two-phase flow in

turbomachinery.

A short introduction to compressor flow is given in chapter 3. Furthermore the

fundamentals of two-phase flow, especially with air as the continuous phase and water

droplets as the dispersed phase are discussed. This part of the theory is presented in

more detail, because this thesis is one of the first on this topic and is also meant to be

a basis for future works.
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To perform measurements a test facility has to be designed, manufactured and as-

sembled. The existing cascade wind tunnel of Laboratory of Turbomachinery at the

Helmut-Schmidt-University / University of German federal armed forces in Hamburg,

Germany is adapted to allow optical measurements of a two-phase flow. This test facil-

ity has to be optimized during first experiments and appropriate measuring techniques

have to be implemented and optimized for the application considered here. The main

measurement system is a two dimensional Phase-Doppler-Anemometer (PDA) which

is capable of measuring two dimensional velocity vectors and particle sizes with a high

spatial and temporal resolution. This test facility, the PDA and other measurement

techniques implemented, are described in chapter 4.

Chapter 5 presents and discusses the results of the experiments. Especially the be-

havior of the droplets is described as well as the air flow in a compressor cascade, when

water droplets are present. First results of preliminary investigations are presented

which describe the flow in the inlet and in the cascade as well as the characteristics

describing the two-phase flow approaching the cascade. In the second part the re-

sults from measurements of the two-phase flow inside the cascade are presented and

discussed. A summary and future prospects follow in the chapters 6.1 and 6.2.

Evaporation and erosion are not dealt with in this work. Evaporation is beyond the

scope of this work and the measurement techniques used are not capable of a detailed

investigation. In appendix B however a short introduction into a rather simple droplet

evaporation model is given. It is found that the effects of evaporation are negligible for

the investigations accomplished in this study. This finding and the results described by

Chaker et. al. [2003], the relative humidity having no significant influence on the droplet

size distribution, allows neglecting evaporation. Erosion effects have to be investigated

in long-term studies, which are beyond the time scheduled for this project.





Chapter 2

State of the art

2.1 Inlet fogging

Reducing the work of compression is one of the most effective ways to increase gas

turbine power output, since the compressor consumes about one third up to more than

half of the power coming from the turbine. A simple analysis of the thermodynamic

process of compression presented by Meher-Homji and Mee III [2000] leads to the work

of compression

Lc = h2 − h1

= cp
1

ηc

Tc in

[

(

pc out

pc in

)
κ−1

κ

− 1

]

. (2.1)

If the heat capacity cp is assumed to be constant during the entire compression process

and the pressure ratio is kept constant as well, it is obvious from equation 2.1 that the

work of compression is directly proportional to the inlet temperature of the compressor.

As discussed in chapter 1 in recent years attention is drawn to inlet and high fogging

systems, which cool down the gas turbine inlet air and in the case of high fogging

achieve a wet compression process.

Hill [1963] presents a thermodynamic description for the wet compression due to

coolant injection. Based on the Gibbs equation and assuming that the evaporative

heat equals a fictitious reversible heat, then the equation of the ideal wet compression

process can be written as

dp

p
=

(

κ

κ− 1
+
L

R

dw

dT

)

dT

T
, (2.2)

where w is the vapor/air mass ratio and L is the latent heat of evaporation. Integra-

tion leads to the isentropic index of the wet compression, assuming the evaporation-

temperature derivative dw/dT being constant

k =
κ

κ− 1
+
L

R

dw

dT
. (2.3)
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Zheng et. al. [2003] expanded this thermodynamic analysis of the wet compression

process. The polytropic index of the actual wet compression process m depends on

the entropy increase ∆s = 1
κ−1

n−κ
n−1

R ln T2/T1 and on the evaporation rate dw/dT which

is presumed to vary linearly with temperature. In this case n is the polytropic index

of the dry compression process. This leads to the equation of the actual compression

process

dp

p
=

(

κ

κ− 1
+
L

R

dw

dT
− 1

κ− 1

n− κ

n− 1

)

dT

T
. (2.4)

The polytropic index of the actual wet compression process is derived from equation

2.4

m

m− 1
=

κ

κ− 1
+
L

R

dw

dT
− 1

κ− 1

n− κ

n− 1
. (2.5)

A comparison of the isentropic index of wet compression k, the polytropic exponent of

dry air compression n and the polytropic index of actual wet compression m leads to

k < m < n.

Assuming that the water injected into the compressor is evaporated completely at

the exit of the compressor, the work of compression is derived by Zheng et. al. [2003]

as

Lc = (ha2 + w2 hv2) − (ha1 + w1 hv1) − ∆f hl1, (2.6)

using the enthalpy for mixed working fluids h = ha + w hv + f hf . Here w is the

vapor to air ratio, f the water to air ratio. The subscripts a, l and v stand for air,

water and vapor respectively. The index 1 denotes the inlet and 2 the outlet of the

compressor. This approach allows the comparison of the work of compressions for

different evaporation rates. It is found that for dw/dT = 7.5 · 10−4 1/K the work of the

wet compression is approximately 60 − 68 % of the dry compression depending on the

pressure ratio, which is varying between 10 and 20. If the evaporation rate is decreased

to dw/dT = 3.5 · 10−4 1/K the work of the wet compression increases to 69 − 75 % of the

work of the dry compression with decreasing pressure ratio and for dw/dT = 1.5 ·10−4 1/K

the wet compression work is still between 80 % and 85 % of that of the dry compression.

When the evaporation rate is above 1.8·10−4 1/K the wet compression work is even lower

than the isentropic dry air compression work. These results indicate the potential of

high fogging.

Due to the fact, that for some evaporation rates the isentropic work of dry com-

pression is lower than the work of the actual wet compression, the efficiency of the

compression process has to be redefined. The equivalent adiabatic efficiency is the
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ratio of the isentropic dry compression work Ldi to the work of the wet compression

Lw

ηea =
Ldi

Lw

. (2.7)

This efficiency exceeds unity even for very low evaporation rates.

To evaluate the wet compression process itself the ratio of the deviation of the work

of actual wet compression process Ww to the isentropic wet compression process Wwi

from the work of the dry compression Wd is suggested to be the efficiency of the wet

compression

ηw =
Ld − Lw

Ld − Lwi

. (2.8)

It is reaching a maximum value of 1.0 with increasing evaporation rate.

White and Meacock [2004] introduce a numerical method for the computation of

the wet compression process in an axial machine based on a droplet evaporation model

combined with simple polytropic compression calculations. The aerodynamic perfor-

mance is characterized by a polytropic efficiency, hence

dh =
v dp

ηp

. (2.9)

Assuming equilibrium between the liquid and vapor at the beginning of the process it

follows

dh = (cpa + w cpv) dT + (hv − hl) dw + f cpl dTl. (2.10)

In a short time interval dt during which the pressure rises by dp, the change in mass

of water vapor per unit mass of dry air and the change in droplet temperature can

be obtained from a droplet evaporation model, which is not discussed here in detail.

Depending on the pressure distribution p(t) which is assumed to be of an exponential

form, the work of the wet compression process is calculated to be as low as 72 % of

the work of dry compression with water mass flow rates up to 10 % of the air mass

flow. This calculations are based on a pressure ratio of 15 and a constant polytropic

efficiency ηp = 0.9.

The compressor mean-line calculations include the Euler work equation and loss

and deviation correlations

∆h =
1

2
(1 + w + f)

[

c2a1

(

1 + tan2 β1

)

− u2
1 − c2a2

(

1 + tan2 β2

)

+ u2
2

]

. (2.11)

The aerodynamic performance is obtained from

T ∆sA = ζ
1

2
c21 (2.12)
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with ζ being the blade loss coefficient. Equations 2.9, 2.10, 2.11 and 2.12 are coupled

through an iterative approach.

White and Meacock [2004] evaluate the entropy increase for the polytropic compres-

sion and divide it into a thermodynamic and an aerodynamic increase. It is interesting

that here the aerodynamic increase is almost independent of water injection. But the

thermodynamical increase due to the irreversible phase change is in the same order as

the aerodynamic increase for a water mass flow rate up to 2 % of particles with 10µm

in diameter. For the same droplet size the thermodynamic entropy increase is up to

twice as much as the aerodynamic increase with increasing water load.

The general effects of water injection can be concluded from the calculations de-

scribed above. They can be summarized as follows:

1. Increase in mass flow and pressure ratio:

For a fixed flow coefficient φ = ca/u the loss, the deviation and hence the static

enthalpy rise across a stage are fixed as a first approximation. This leads to
∫

stage
v dp ≈ const. Due to the rise in density (̺ = 1/v) with decreasing tempera-

ture the mass flow ṁ = φuA̺ and the rise in pressure increase.

2. The increase in mass flow does not consist of the water mass flow solely, but also

of an increase of the dry air mass flow.

3. The operating range becomes narrower and the operating points move closer to

the choke limit:

The higher mass flow results in an increase of flow coefficient above the design

point in the first stages, leading to a lower pressure and density rise. When

the evaporation process prevails, the density increases and therefore the flow

coefficient falls below the design value. Thus the first stages operate near choke

and the last near stall and hence the stages operate off-design, leading to narrower

efficiency lines. The shift on the compressor map can lead to an operating point

close to stall and surge, as also pointed out by Hill [1963] and Horlock [2001].

During high-speed operation the injection of water may tend to stall the last

stage unless choke occurs in the first stage before.

White and Meacock [2004] compare the actual work of compression with the one

needed for the dry compression achieving the wet compression pressure ratio, using

the peak dry polytropic efficiency. It is found that the actual work of wet compression

is significantly smaller than the ideal polytropic work of wet compression, excluding

aerodynamic losses. The difference ascends from 4 % to 15 % with the water mass flow

increasing from 1 % to 10 % of the air mass flow.

Utamura et. al. [1998] derive the increase in thermal efficiency and thus the decrease

in heat rate for the gas turbine cycle process due to wet compression. Considering only
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the effect of compressor internal cooling it is assumed, that the enthalpy at the turbine

inlet is constant. Neglecting the kinetic energy difference at the in- and outlet of the

compressor, the power output per unit mass L of the gas turbine is the difference

between the turbine shaft output (h3 − h4p) and the work of compression (h2p − h1)

(see figure 2.1). The increment in power output due to the wet compression is

∆L = h2p − h2wc. (2.13)

h

p
2s

2wc

4s

h    − h   2wc2p

h 
  −

 h
4

3

3

4

1
s

2

Figure 2.1: h-s-diagram of gas turbine

process

The fuel consumption F is equal to h3 − h2p

and therefore the increment in fuel due to the

wet compression is also

∆F = h2p − h2wc, (2.14)

= ∆L = ∆H. (2.15)

Therefore the thermal efficiency for the wet

compression process is

ηth wc =
L+ ∆H

F + ∆H
, (2.16)

and hence

ηth wc >
L

F
= ηth, (2.17)

where ηth is the thermal efficiency without wet compression. This is valid for F > L

which is always the case.

Another positive effect of fogging systems is the reduction of emissions especially

nitrogen oxides (NOX). The injection of water in the combustion chamber is used to

reduce (NOX) emissions for many years as stated by Mathioudakis [2002]. Similar

results are obtained by using inlet or high fogging systems. The injected water reduces

peaks of high temperature in the combustion chamber, leading to a reduction of thermal

NOX.

Investigations of the performance of gas turbines equipped with fogging systems

as they are presented in several publications, document the effect of spray cooling

on compressor and gas turbine performance. Ingistov [2000] reports results from a

410 MW cogeneration plant with four 83.5 MW GE 7EA gas turbines each equipped

with a fogging system in combination with an evaporative cooler. The average diameter

of the droplets generated by the fogging systems is stated to be 10µm using injection

pin nozzles. To prevent clogging of the nozzles or hot corrosion of the turbine parts the

water has to be free of impurities, thus the water quality is of great importance. 90 %

of the fog is carried into the compressor where it evaporates. It is observed, that almost
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all the droplets evaporated beyond the 8th stage of the compressor. The guaranteed

power boost with a water volume flow rate of 61 l/min (0.37 % of inlet air mass flow)

at specified atmospheric conditions (T∞ = 28 ◦C, p∞ = 1013.5 mbar, RH = 45 %)

is 1.36 MW (1.6 %) from the fog over-spray with a water temperature and pressure

of Tl = 26.5 ◦C and pl = 140 mbarg. Additional 0.63 MW are obtained from the

evaporative cooler. The electric motor driven pumps providing the water pressure

have a power consumption of approximately 22 kW. The nozzle rig is mounted in the

rectangular plenum of the inlet duct where the air velocity is approximatly 12.5 m/s. The

guaranteed power boost is attained and even exceeded slightly. But after approximately

50 operating hours the power boost diminishes. This is due to fouling of the blades

by oil and dirt washed from the duct walls and silencers resulting in a decrease of the

discharge pressure, an increase of the discharge temperature and heat rate leading to

a loss in gas turbine power output.

Mishra et. al. [2003] report a two year operational experience of a gas turbine with

inlet fogging in India. The cogeneration plant consists of eight 30 MW GE Frame 6B

gas turbines with heat recovery steam generators and a steam turbine of 40 MW. The

fogging skid is composed of five electric driven pumps delivering a water pressure of

approximately 140 barg. Sixteen cooling stages with a total number of 324 nozzles

supply a water flow rate of 55 l/min. To prevent compressor fouling as described above

the inlet duct is cleaned and painted with epoxy prior to the fogging system installation.

The amount of water injected is kept under the maximum amount possible to prevent

droplets entering the compressor. At part load the power augmentation does not exceed

2 % and a lower heat rate is not observed. At base load the augmentation can go up to

2.5 MW per gas turbine and the heat rate decreases by approximately 1.5 %. Several

inspections of the compressor blades showed no effects like erosion from the water

droplets.

Other studies of either implanted fogging systems or computer simulations can be

found for example in Bhargava and Meher-Homji [2002], Zurigat et. al. [2004], Gajjar

et. al. [2003], Bagnoli et. al. [2004] and Banta [2004].

The time needed for the evaporation of the fog droplets depends on the square

of the droplet diameter. Therefore it is desirable to have droplets in the range of

micrometers. In most fogging systems injection pin nozzles or swirl jet nozzles are

employed to generate droplets of the desired size range. The water flow rate and the

droplet size generated by the nozzles depend on the pressure of the water supplied to

the nozzles. Because there are hundreds of nozzles mounted to the manifolds, studies

are conducted to examine the nozzle interaction under various conditions.

Savic et. al. [2002] measure the droplet size at various points, while varying the

injection pressure, air velocity and injection angle, using a Malvern sizer. The Sauter-

Mean-Diameter (SMD) D32 as well as the Dv10 and Dv90 are used to describe the
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droplet size distribution. In an air flow perpendicular to the injection plane the spray

plume bends shortly after it leaves the nozzle and follows the airflow. A decrease in

droplet size distribution is found with increasing velocity from 1.5 m/s to 20 m/s. But

the higher the velocity the Dv10 and the D32 approach fixed values of approximately

Dv10 = 7.12µm and D32 = 10.31µm 400 mm from the tip of the nozzle at a water

pressure of 140 barg. Only the Dv90 decreases further. This is due to a higher Weber

number which is the ratio of inertia to surface tension forces. It increases with the

square of the relative velocity of the air flow and the droplets. As it is also stated by

Chaker et. al. [2004] the critical value of the Weber number, where a droplet breakup

occurs, is approximately 6 in a wide range of Ohnesorge numbers. The highest relative

velocity and therefore the highest Weber number can be found right at the nozzle

exit, where the droplets flow perpendicular to the air flow. The probability of droplet

coalescence in this region is small due to the spray diluted by the comparative strong

air flow.

Since the Weber number is much lower for droplets injected parallel to the air flow

the reduction of the characteristic diameters with increasing velocity is at a lower rate

compared to the perpendicular injection. The Dv10 almost does not change in the

velocity range mentioned above. And the D32 reaches a value of approximately 17µm

at air velocities of 20 m/s but still decreasing.

Mitsis and Savic [2004] investigated the interaction between overlapping sprays com-

ing from two identical single-hole pressure swirl nozzles. Air velocities of approximately

22 m/s ensure gas turbine plenum conditions. At different axial and radial positions in

the spray it is found that the droplet size distribution only changes within the manu-

facturer given tolerances. A comparison with investigations with no air flow leads to

similar results within the measuring and manufacturer given tolerances, leading to the

conclusion that no droplet coalescence occurs that has to be considered. This is due to

the highest droplet concentration being on the central axis of each spray cone and sig-

nificantly fewer droplets in the overlapping region. Due to the coflowing air the spray

cone is even narrower resulting in a dilute spray in the overlapping region. Therefore

in spite of the opposing droplet trajectories in the interaction zone the droplets do not

interact significantly. In these studies the low relative velocity results in small Weber

numbers, meaning, that the kinetic energy of the droplets is not sufficient to overcome

the surface tension forces which would result in coalescence. Nevertheless after a colli-

sion with another droplet a droplet bounces, leading to a loss in kinetic energy which

results in deceleration of the droplet of approximately 35 %.

Results presented by Chaker et. al. [2003] concerning the droplet size distribution

subject to coflowing air velocity are qualitatively similar to the achievements by Savic

et. al. [2002]. Over all just the characteristic diametersD32 andDv90 are smaller which is

attributed to different injection pin nozzle sizes used for the experiments. Investigations
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relating to the influence of the relative humidity (varied from 40 % to 100 %) on the

droplet size distribution reveal no significant change neither of the D32 nor of the Dv90.

2.2 Droplets and particles in turbomachinery

When talking about high fogging systems, i.e. droplets evaporating inside the compres-

sor of a gas turbine, the droplet behavior and the influence on the aerodynamics inside

the compressor have to be considered. But appropriate investigations are hardly found

in recent publications. Tabakoff [1984] gives a review of experimental investigations on

the effects of the presence of particles in turbomachines. Coming from the coal fired

industrial gas turbines and aircraft engines operating in sandy areas, the investigations

presented are concerned mainly with solid particles in turbine cascades pertaining to

erosion. It is found that the presence of solid particles has a severe influence on the

blades and that this erosion affects the performance of the turbomachine. The main

damage mechanisms identified are rotor tip clearance wear, airfoil surface roughness

buildup and rotor blade contour change. The overall effect of these phenomena is an

increase in the total pressure loss across a blade row, hence a decrease in performance

of the machine.

Tabakoff and Hussein [1971] introduce a model to calculate the pressure and velocity

distribution over an airfoil. It is assumed that the blade is surrounded by two stream

tubes, one on either side. The non-dimensional area of the stream tubes as a function

of the pressure distribution is determined by calculations of the gas flow without the

particles. The governing equations of the particulated flow are the energy equation,

the equation of momentum, the equation of state, the equation for the heat transfer

and the equation of the drag. These are non-dimensionalized with respect to the values

at the starting point of the calculations which is in the vicinity of the leading edge and

solved numerically. It is found that the pressure distribution over the blade is lower

and thus leading to a decrease in power output for a turbine or to more power needed

to achieve the same outlet condition as for non-particulated flows for a compressor. It

is also found, that compressibility effects are practically insignificant.

The model described above is compared to experimental results of surface pres-

sure measurements of a NACA 65-010 profile by Tabakoff and Balan [1981]. A good

agreement is found. But it has to be noted, that the model overestimates the change

in pressure distribution compared to the experimental data, due to the simplified as-

sumptions made by the authors, e.g. no particle-particle interaction. Nevertheless for

particle laden flows the static pressure distribution on both the suction and the pres-

sure side increases nearly constantly and independent of the chord wise position. This

increase is tantamount to a decrease in flow velocity. The investigation of the erosion
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of the compressor blade shows an erosion step formation on the suction and pressure

side of the leading edge. The erosion is higher immediately behind the leading edge

and diminishes towards the trailing edge. Except for the step formation at the leading

edge, the suction side seems not to be effected by erosion.

Tsubouchi et. al. [1990] investigate the droplet velocity and size distribution per-

taining to erosion on the last stages of a low pressure steam turbine. The measurement

technique is a two color LDA with an advanced evaluation technique for the simulta-

neous determination of the droplet diameter. The velocity of the droplets increases

with ascending distance from the trailing edge, while the Sauter-Mean-Diameter (D32)

decreases from 35 to 30µm. This is due to large droplets reaching the critical Weber

number and thus breaking up into smaller droplets. Also in this case the droplet laden

flow in the wake is significantly slower than without particles. The acceleration of the

particulated flow lasts longer due to the inertia of the droplets. The pure air flow has

reached an almost constant velocity after 0.15 blade widths behind the trailing edge

while the flow with droplets needs about 0.25 blade widths. The mean droplet size has

reached a fixed value of D32 ≈ 30µm 0.2 blade widths downstream of the trailing edge

independent of water load and main stream velocity.

Yoshida and Kuramoto [1982] used a high speed camera to analyze droplets de-

taching from the trailing edge of stationary low pressure steam turbine blades. Droplet

sizes are determined using pulsed laser holography and are compared to theoretical

analysis. The simple symmetrical NACA 0024 profile is used for the tests with a slit

on the upper side of the blade for the water supply. It is observed that the water

film flows towards the trailing edge due to the shear forces of the air flow, where it

forms water lumps at several positions along the edge. These stick to the trailing edge

because of the influence of the surface tension of the liquid but grow in the direction

of the airflow and along the trailing edge. At this stage larger droplets of the order

of 100µm in diameter separate from the lumps. As the lumps grow the influence of

the surface tension does not suffice and the lumps form a film leaving the edge and

droplets spurt from this film. These droplets are in the order of 10µm in diameter. At

this stage the lumps decrease in size until surface tension forces avoid further droplet

separation. This occurrence and therefore the droplet spurting from the trailing edge

happens periodically. Since the droplets start from the trailing edge it is reasonable to

assume, that the droplet velocity at the trailing edge is approximately zero. Therefore

the Weber number at the trailing edge can be obtained using the velocity of the airflow

only and not the velocity difference of the droplet and the surrounding airflow.

It is found, that the thickness of the trailing edge and the amount of water supplied

have no significant influence on the maximum droplet diameter spurting from the

trailing edge. This implies that the diameter of the droplets detaching from the trailing
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edge is influenced mainly by the relation of the inertia force of the airflow and the

surface tension force of the liquid which is expressed by the Weber number.

A secondary atomization of the droplets leaving from the trailing edge occurs, when

the inertia force of the airflow increases due to a higher relative velocity. The product

of the secondary atomization are the droplets which impinge on the next blade row in

the machine and result in erosion and losses due to wetness. The distance from the

trailing edge, where the secondary atomization occurs is independent of the amount

of water injected but depends on the velocity of the air flow only. The critical Weber

number where secondary atomization occurs is found by Yoshida and Kuramoto [1982]

to be Wecrit = 21 − 24. The maximum diameter after the secondary atomization is

decreasing with increasing air flow velocity but it tends to converge a lower limit.

The AGARD report AGARD-AR-332 [1995] deals with the effects of atmospheric

water ingestions on the performance and operability of military and civil aircraft gas

turbines. Atmospheric water in this case includes gaseous humidity, condensation in

humid air, liquid water (rain), snow and hail. The topics discussed in the report

arise from the instances, that engines have lost power in rain storm or hail conditions.

The loss results from burner flameout, engine rundown resulting in thrust loss, or

compressor stall. These occurrences can even lead to engine shutdown in flight. For

the topic discussed here, the aspects of liquid water and partly snow and hail present

in the machine are of main interest.

Droplets from condensation fog are assumed to be in the submicron size range

and follow the airflow. For larger droplets, the analysis conducted is based mainly on

numerical models with simplifying assumptions. The only force taken into account is

the drag force, which is expressed in terms of the drag coefficient cW (Re), and for very

large particles the gravity force has to be considered. It is reported, that the droplets

bigger than 70µm in diameter impinge on the blade. From the film that forms on

the blade surface droplets larger than 20µm in diameter disintegrate at the trailing

edge of the blade. Droplets with a diameter Dp ≤ 10µm are supposed to follow the

air flow and do not impinge on the airfoils. But the major part of the water will be

contained in form of films at the casing, due to the centrifugal forces. These films can

be carried into the combustor, because the heat and mass transfer are low compared to

the resident time in the compressor. In the combustor the liquid water can lead to flame

out. Flameout occurs when the water concentration exceeds 5 to 10 g/m3 depending on

the gas turbine type.

The relative incident angle of the droplet determines whether the droplet impinges

on the blade or passes through the cascade. Thus particles with high axial velocities

are more likely to pass through the blade row without hitting a blade surface. The

droplets impinging on the surface will encounter a large centrifugal force component

that will move the film radially outward. Other forces acting on the film are an air drag
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in the main flow direction, an airfoil surface drag, which slows down the axial velocity,

and a coriolis force, which tends to move the film towards the trailing edge. Tests with

an 289 kN thrust class high bypass ratio engine are performed to determine the effect

of water on the fan. It is found, that approximately 70 % of the water impacting on

the fan forms a film. The rest bounces from the blade with an angle of approximately

1 ◦. The droplets spurting from the trailing edge of the fan are found to be greater

than 2500µm.

Droplets entering the inlet of the gas turbine have a different velocity than the air

flow. Therefore a viscous drag develops that leads to shear forces. When the shear

forces overcome the surface tension forces, the droplet breaks up into smaller droplets.

Internal viscous forces, due to droplet deformation can also exceed the surface tension

forces and lead to a break up of the droplet. But these are not considered, because

of the comparatively long time required for this process. In the report an empirical

correlation is introduced to calculate the mean droplet diameter after breakup. For

an initial droplet diameter Dp ranging form approximately 500 to 1300µm the mean

droplet diameter Dpm obtained from a Rosin Rammler distribution (with q ≈ 3 and

X = 1.96Dpm) lies approximately between 50 and 200µm.

2.3 Objective of this work

From the discussion above it is obvious, that inlet and high fogging are gaining in-

creasing importance for power augmentation of gas turbines. In recent years a lot of

research has been done on inlet and high fogging systems. These include the optimiza-

tion of the systems and longterm studies of installed systems. Also the characteristics

of nozzles used in these systems is investigated in more detail. A lot of numerical

simulations from entire systems to droplet evaporation models have been subject to a

lot of research in recent years due to the importance of inlet and high-fogging.

But only very few experimental investigations, that the author is aware of, deal

with the behavior and influence of droplets inside the gas turbine, especially inside

the compressor. Therefore this research project is an approach to investigate these

phenomena. The aim is to provide the theoretical fundamentals important for these

investigations, erect a test facility and implement the latest measurement techniques.

The results of the measurements presented serve as a basis for future research, which

has to be continued using the test facility mentioned above. These results have than to

be expanded and applied to rotating machines and existing and operated gas turbine

facilities. Also this work is meant to be used to evaluate numerical models.





Chapter 3

Theoretical Fundamentals

The first part of this chapter deals with the fundamentals of compressor flow. The

second part discusses the theory of two phase flow.

3.1 Axial Compressor Flow

The theory and important parameters of axial flow compressors are dealt with in

Aungier [2003], Traupel [1988, 1982] and Sigloch [1984] among others. Therefore only

a short overview is given in this section. In figure 3.1 the main grid parameters are

defined and the corresponding velocity triangles are shown. The fluid enters into the
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Figure 3.1: Compressor grid definitions

rotor of the compressor stage, which is rotating with the circumferential velocity u,

with the relative velocity w1. It is redirected in the direction of rotation of the rotor

and therefore exits with the relative velocity w2 < w1. The energy equation for the

adiabatic axial compressor stage (u2 = u1) is for the

rotor ∆h′′ = h2 − h1 =
1

2

(

w2
1 − w2

2

)

(3.1)

and the stator ∆h′ = h3 − h2 =
1

2

(

c22 − c23
)

. (3.2)
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Aerodynamic losses in the blade rows are considered using the blade efficiencies, defined

as

η′′ =
∆h′′s
∆h′′

(rotor) (3.3)

η′ =
∆h′s
∆h′

(stator), (3.4)

where the subscript s denotes the isentropic change of state. The rise of the total

enthalpy in a compressor stage is expressed by the Euler turbine equation

∆htot = Lu = u (cu2 − cu1) . (3.5)

Lu is the stage work and is used to define the stage work efficiency (without exit loss)

ηu =
∆hs +

c2
3
−c2

1

2

Lu

. (3.6)

To characterize the compressor stages and to have the ability to compare different

machines, dimensionless parameters are introduced. The most important are

• the stage work coefficient

ψ =
∆hs

u2
, (3.7)

• the stage flow coefficient

ϕ =
V̇

u · A
=

cm
u

for axial compressors, (3.8)

• and the stage reaction

rs =
∆h′′s

∆h′s + ∆h′′s
(isentropic) (3.9)

rk =
∆h′′

∆h′ + ∆h′′
(kinematic). (3.10)

The reaction indicates the rise in enthalpy (isentropic or real) in the rotor compared

to the enthalpy rise in the entire stage. For an axial compressor (u1 = u2), with

repeating stages (c1 = c3) and assuming a constant axial velocity (cm = wm = const),

the kinematic reaction can be simplified to

rk = −wu2 + wu1

2u

= −wu∞
u

.
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Losses occur in the cascade due to friction. Because of the no-slip condition on the

airfoils, a boundary layer is developing on the pressure and on the suction side of the

blades. Both are growing towards the trailing edge. As described by Sigloch [1984]

this leads to a region right behind the trailing edge, where the boundary layers of the

suction and pressure side meet, forming a wake. The velocity within the wake is slower

than outside and reaches zero at the trailing edge. This leads to a non-uniform velocity

distribution behind the cascade which is compensated due to momentum transfer and

friction in a certain distance downstream of the trailing edge. But in actual machines

the wakes do not disappear before the flow enters the next cascade. Hence the flow in

a turbomachine is not stationary but periodic, which can lead to vibrations.

The boundary layer theory is discussed in Schlichting [1965] and Herwig [2004].

Therefore only the most important parameters are presented. To describe the boundary

layer developing on compressor airfoils, the correlations for a flat plate can be applied,

because the camber angle is small.

The boundary layer thickness δ99 is the distance normal to the wall where the

velocity within the boundary layer u parallel to the wall is 99 % of the undisturbed

velocity V∞

δ99 = 0.37 x

(

V∞ x

ν

)− 1

5

. (3.11)

The displacement thickness or mass defect thickness describes the distance, the stream-

lines of the undisturbed flow are displaced, due to a boundary layer developing

δ1 =

∞
∫

0

[

1 − v

V∞

]

dy. (3.12)

Due to the friction in the boundary layer, the momentum is reduced and a momentum

thickness can be defined as

δ2 =

∞
∫

0

[

1 − v

V∞

]

v

V∞
dy. (3.13)

It is the thickness of a layer with the undisturbed velocity V∞ that has a momentum

equivalent to the momentum defect of the boundary layer. For the sake of completeness

the thickness for the loss of kinetic energy is given. It is defined analogous to the

momentum thickness and is obtained from

δ3 =

∞
∫

0

[

1 −
(

v

V∞

)2
]

v

V∞
dy. (3.14)

In the equations above y is the spatial coordinate perpendicular to the airfoil surface.
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To estimate the load of a cascade or blading, different criteria are introduced. The

de Haller number is the ratio of the relative velocities

Ha =
w2

w1

(3.15)

and Ha ≥ 0.7 is suggested to prevent flow separations. The equivalent number for the

stator uses c3 and c2 respectively instead of the relative velocities. The diffusion factor

is not independent of the airfoil geometry contrary to the Ha number. For the rotor it

is defined as

D′′ =

(

1 − w2

w1

)

+
t ∆wu

2 c w1

. (3.16)

It is used for the appraisal of the profile boundary layer. It is suggested not to exceed

D′′ = 0.6 because otherwise an abrupt increase in loss will be observed, which denotes

an approach to the surge line.

Loss coefficients account for profile losses due to a boundary layer development on

the airfoil. The stage pressure loss coefficient is referenced to the point of the highest

kinetic energy of the gas which is at the stage inlet. It is defined as

ω =
ptot 2 − ptot 1

ptot 1 − pstat 1

. (3.17)

Sometimes another loss coefficient accounting for losses of the blading is defined as

ζ = 1 −
1 −

[

pstat 2

ptot 2

]
κ−1

κ

1 −
[

pstat 2

ptot 1

]
κ−1

κ

. (3.18)

Aungier [2003] reports a different profile loss coefficient introduced by Lieblein [1959],

which is related to the wake momentum thickness δ2 w

ζδ2 w = 2
δ2 w σ

c cos β2

(

w2

w1

)2

. (3.19)

3.2 Two-Phase Flow

In this chapter the theory of two-phase flow is addressed. The following discussion is

oriented at air as the continuous phase and water droplets as the dispersed phase. The

main topics that are of importance for water droplets in turbomachines are discussed.

But most of the theory found below is valid for different compositions of two-phase flows

in a variety of application areas. The evaporation of liquid particles is not considered

here. A brief discussion can be found in appendix B.
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3.2.1 Equations of the continuous phase

Flows are classified as laminar or turbulent. Turbulent flows are described in many

publications like Munson et. al. [1998], Gersten and Herwig [1992], Herwig [2004] and

Spurk [1996]. In most industrial flows, also in turbomachines and wind tunnels, a

turbulent flow exists. Turbulent flow is characterized by a regular main flow and a

superposed random, fluctuating motion. The fluctuating motion influences the velocity,

the pressure, the temperature and the concentration of the flow. This section gives a

short summery of turbulent flows. For the sake of simplicity constant fluid properties

and no heat transfer are assumed.

The flow velocity in the three directions in space x, y and z is composed of the time

averaged main flow components (u, v, w) and the fluctuating velocity components (u′,

v′, w′)

u = u (x, y, z, t) + u′ (x, y, z, t) , (3.20)

v = v (x, y, z, t) + v′ (x, y, z, t) , (3.21)

w = w (x, y, z, t) + w′ (x, y, z, t) . (3.22)

The time averaged fluctuating components are zero, i.e.

u′ (x, y, z, t) = 0 , (3.23)

v′ (x, y, z, t) = 0 , (3.24)

w′ (x, y, z, t) = 0 . (3.25)

Analogous these equations can be derived for the pressure p.

The time averaged value is defined as

u (x, y, z, t) =
1

t0

t0
∫

0

u (x, y, z, t) dt . (3.26)

The same definition is valid for the other parameters describing the flow. The continuity

equation for a stationary flow can be derived as

∂ (̺ u)

∂x
+
∂ (̺ v)

∂y
+
∂ (̺w)

∂z
= 0. (3.27)
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The equations of momentum are

̺
Du

Dt
= ̺gx −

∂p

∂x
+

∂

∂x

(

τxx − ̺u′2
)

+
∂

∂y

(

τxy − ̺u′v′
)

+
∂

∂z

(

τxz − ̺u′w′
)

, (3.28)

̺
Dv

Dt
= ̺gy −

∂p

∂y
+

∂

∂x

(

τxy − ̺u′v′
)

+
∂

∂y

(

τyy − ̺v′2
)

+
∂

∂z

(

τyz − ̺v′w′
)

, (3.29)

̺
Dw

Dt
= ̺gz −

∂p

∂z
+

∂

∂x

(

τ zx − ̺u′z′
)

+
∂

∂y

(

τzy − ̺v′z′
)

+
∂

∂z

(

τzz − ̺w′2
)

. (3.30)

Here g is the acceleration of gravity, τxx, τ yy and τ zz are the normal stresses of the

shear stress tensor and τxy, τxz and τ yz the tangential components of the tensor. The

parameter ̺u′2, ̺v′2 and ̺w′2 represent the turbulent normal stresses and ̺u′v′, ̺u′w′

and ̺v′w′ the turbulent shear stresses.

To characterize the turbulence of a flow, the turbulent intensity is used, which is

defined as

Tu =

√

1
3

(

u′2 + v′2 + w′2
)

V∞
, (3.31)

where V∞ is a reference velocity. In the case considered here it is the main flow

velocity at the point where the fluctuating components are evaluated and therefore

local turbulent intensities are obtained.

If the flow is assumed to be two dimensional, equation 3.31 can be reduced to

Tu =

√

1
2

(

u′2 + v′2
)

V∞
. (3.32)

Hence from two dimensional measurements the turbulent intensity can be obtained for

planar cascade flows.

3.2.2 Description and classification of particle laden flows

Multi-phase flow is a form of flow that is found very often in nature, but also in

industrial applications. Great importance is attached to this kind of flow. Phase in

this case refers to the aggregate state solid, liquid or gaseous. The different forms of

two-phase flows can be grouped as

• discontinuous flow patterns
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– stratified and plug flow,

– wavy and slug flow,

• dispersed flow patterns

– bubbly flow and,

– spray / mist flow.

A homogeneous dispersed two-phase flow exists, in case the dispersed phase is dis-

tributed homogeneous in the continuous phase. The dispersed two-phase flow with air

as the continuous and water droplets as the dispersed phase is the essential part of the

investigations in the present work and will be discussed in more detail. It has to be

mentioned, that parts of the discussion below are also valid for solid particles as the

dispersed phase.

The volume fraction αp is the ratio of the volume of the droplets to the total volume

αp =
Vp

Vtotal

, (3.33)

with Vp being the droplet volume, consisting of all particle size ranges

Vp =

Nj
∑

j

nj Vp,j. (3.34)

nj is the number of particles of the j th size range and Vp,j the particle volume of the

j th size range

Vp,j =
π

6
D3

p,j. (3.35)

For non-spherical particles it is calculated with an equivalent diameter of a sphere

having the same volume as the particle.

Analogous the volume fraction of the continuous phase is calculated

αg =
Vg

Vtotal

= (1 − αp) . (3.36)

The density of one phase is obtained from the volume fraction and the density of that

specific substance. The density of the mixture ̺m is the sum of both

̺m = αg ̺g + αp ̺p

= (1 − αp) ̺g + αp ̺p (3.37)

The mass fraction of both phases is defined as

M =
αp ̺p

(1 − αp) ̺g

(3.38)
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and the ratio of the mass flow rates of the phases, the load, is obtained from

η =
ṁp

ṁg

=
αp ̺p vp

(1 − αp) ̺g vg

(3.39)

with up and ug being the velocities of the continuous and the disperse phase. The

number concentration CNj
is the ratio of the number of particles of the size range j to

the total volume of all droplets

Cnj
=

np,j

Vtotal

. (3.40)

Assuming the continuous and the dispersed phase having the same velocity, the

velocity of sound for an isentropic flow can be obtained from the well known equation

a2 =

(

dp

d̺

)

s

. (3.41)

According to Prandtl et. al. [1990], by differentiating equation 3.37 with respect to p it

follows

1

̺m a2
m

=
αg

̺g a2
g

+
αp

̺p a2
p

, (3.42)

if the change in state is isentropic and the mixture is homogeneous and not soluble.

For 0 < αp < 1 and assuming that the density of the dispersed phase is much greater

than the density of the continuous phase (̺p ≫ ̺g) equation 3.42 can be simplified to

am =

√

̺g

̺p

a2
g

αp αg

. (3.43)

Equation 3.43 implies that the velocity of sound in a mixture is smaller than in a

gaseous one-phase flow. This is based on the density in the mixture being considerably

larger than the density of the gas but at the same time the compressibility of the

mixture being comparable to that one of the gas. Evaluating equation 3.43 yields, that

for a water load of approximately 5 %, which is not exceeded in this study, the influence

on the Mach number is negligible.

Another important parameter in two-phase flows is the relaxation or response time

τr. It is used to characterize the capability of a particle to follow a sudden change in

velocity in the flow. It is defined as

τr =
̺p D

2
p

18 µg fD

. (3.44)

Here fD is the drag factor, which is described in chapter 3.2.4 in more detail. But it

has to be mentioned here, that fD → 1 for Stokes flow. For a particle with zero initial
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velocity, being exposed to a flow with constant velocity, the relaxation time τr is the

time the particle needs to reach 63.2 % of the flow velocity.

Using the relaxation time the dimensionless Stokes number St can be obtained from

St =
τr
τs
, (3.45)

where τs is a characteristic time describing the flow. Dring et. al. [1979] suggest the

ratio of chord length to the incident velocity of the undisturbed flow

τs =
c

vg ∞
. (3.46)

Hence the Stokes number becomes

Stvp =
̺p D

2
p vg ∞

18 µg fD c
. (3.47)

It describes the capability of a particle to react to changes in velocity of the continuous

phase. If St ≪ 1 the particle will adapt its velocity. On the other hand if St ≫ 1

the particle velocity will be little affected by the de- or acceleration of the continuous

phase.

3.2.3 Size distribution

In two-phase flows the dispersed phase is usually an accumulation of droplets or par-

ticles of different sizes, distributed about some arbitrary defined mean diameter. To

appraise the droplet size distribution in two-phase flow, the mean droplet diameter and

the distribution of the droplet sizes are important. Lefebvre [1989] gives an overview

of mean droplet diameters generally used in atomization and spray applications. The

parameters most applicable to the investigations performed in this work are introduced

in this section.

The Sauter-Mean-Diameter (SMD) D32 is a volume-to-surface-area mean diameter

D32 =

Nj
∑

j=1

nj D
3
p

Nj
∑

j=1

nj D2
p

, (3.48)

where Nj is the number of size classes and nj is the number of particles in the j th size

class. It expresses how fine a spray is, in terms of the surface area produced by the

spray. The SMD is the diameter of a droplet having the same volume to surface area

ratio as the total volume of all the droplets to the total surface area of all the droplets.

To characterize the range of the droplet size distribution the diameters Dv0.1, Dv0.5,

and Dv0.9 are introduced, which indicate that 10 %, 50 % and 90 % respectively of the
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total liquid volume is contained in particles smaller than this diameter. The Dv0.5 is

also called the mass median diameter (MMD). The Dv0.1 and Dv0.9 give an estimation

of the smallest and the biggest droplet or particle present in the flow. These diameters

are used to calculate the droplet size span

∆s =
Dv0.9 −Dv0.1

Dv0.5

. (3.49)

The span is an indicator for the width of a size distribution. It describes the steepness

of the cumulation curve of the volume distribution. A low number indicates a narrow

distribution. The closer the span is to unity, the more uniform the size distribution is.

An ideal uniform size would result in a span of zero.

The Rosin-Rammler distribution is the most widely used empirical distribution

function. It is rather simple and allows for the data to be extrapolated into the range

of very fine droplets. It can be expressed in the form

1 −Q = exp

[

−
(

Dp

X

)q]

, (3.50)

where Q is the part of the total liquid volume that is contained in droplets of a diameter

less than D and X is a representative diameter. The exponent q provides a measure of

the droplet size distribution. It expresses the steepness of the particle size distribution

curve. The higher q is, the more uniform the diameter distribution is. Usually the

constant q is 1.5 ≤ q ≤ 4 for most technical sprays. As pointed out by Lefebvre

[1989] the representative diameters mentioned above can be uniquely related to the

Rosin-Rammler distribution. Some of these relations are summarized in table 3.1.

Table 3.1: Relation between characteristic diameters and Rosin-Rammler distribution

(adapted from Lefebvre [1989])

Diameter
Value for R-R

distribution

D32 X [Γ (1 − 1/q)]−1

Dv0.1 X (0.1054)
1/q

Dv0.5 X (0.693)
1/q

Dv0.9 X (2.3025)
1/q
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3.2.4 Particle motion and acting forces

The inertia force of a particle in a gas flow is in equilibrium with all forces acting on

the particle

mp
d~vp

dt
=
π

6
D3

p ̺p
d~vp

dt
=

∑

i

~Fi. (3.51)

The forces Fi are explained in more detail below.

Assuming a spherical particle, the drag force can be written as follows

~FD =
π

8
D2

p ̺g cD ~v2
rel

=
π

8
D2

p ̺g cD (~vg − ~vp) |~vg − ~vp| . (3.52)

The drag coefficient cD is a function of the particle Reynolds number Rep. It is obtained

using the relative velocity between the particle and the gaseous phase and the particle

diameter as the characteristic length

Rep =
vrel Dp

νg

. (3.53)

The following correlations for the drag coefficient in the subcritical range (Rep < 2·105)

can be given as follows

cD =

{

24
Rep

(

1 + 0.15 Re0,687
p

)

for Rep < 1000

0.44 for 1000 ≤ Rep < 2 · 105.
(3.54)

These are only valid for incompressible flow, which is sufficient for the investigations

performed in this work. It has to be pointed out, that Henderson [1976] gives a corre-

lation for compressible flow, using the relative Mach number obtained from the relative

velocity of the particle and the fluid flow. This model also contains the approach from

Stokes and approximates theoretical approaches for different boundary cases. In addi-

tion it delivers the least deviation of a variety of experimental data as Thomas [1991]

states.

Introducing fD as the drag factor, which is defined as

fD =
cD Rep

24
. (3.55)

Equation 3.52 becomes

~FD = 3πD2
p µg fD (~vg − ~vp) |~vg − ~vp| . (3.56)

The drag factor is the ratio of the drag coefficient to Stokes drag and approaches unity

for Stokes flow.
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The drag force mentioned above is valid for uniform free stream velocities. The

Faxen force (see Martin and Riley [1983]) accounts for non-uniform flow fields

~FFaxen = µgπ
D3

p

8
∇2~vp. (3.57)

But as Krämer [1988] states, this force is only of importance in case the characteristic

length scale of the flow lx is much greater than the droplet diameter Dp. For the ratio

of Stokes drag ~FStokes to the Faxen force Crowe et. al. [1998] give the following relation

~FFaxen

~FStokes

∼
(

Dp

lx

)2

. (3.58)

Because the part of the kinetic energy of the smallest characteristic length scale, the

Kolmogorov length scale, is negligible compared to the total kinetic turbulent energy

(see Warnatz et. al. [2001]), the thickness of the shear layer in the wake downstream of

an airfoil is taken as the characteristic length. As it will be shown in chapter 5, this

thickness is in the order of 1 · 101 greater than droplet diameters considered here. This

means that the Faxen force is negligible for the case considered.

The drag coefficient presented in equation 3.54 changes to

cD =
24

Rep

fD0 α
−β
g , (3.59)

when particle clouds are present. In the same way the drag factor becomes

fD = fD0 α
−β
g , (3.60)

where

β = 3, 7 − 0.65 exp

[

−(1, 5 − logRep)
2

2

]

and fD0 is the drag factor of an isolated particle (equation 3.55). Equation 3.60 is valid

for 10−2 < Rep < 104 (see Di Felice [1993]).

Besides the drag forces there are also pressure and lift forces acting on a particle.

For a constant pressure gradient the pressure force combined with the shear stress in

the fluid is

~Fp =
mp

̺p

(−∇p+ ∇~τ) . (3.61)

Sommerfeld [2000] relates these to the fluid acceleration and the buoyancy force, which

results in the pressure force

~Fp = mp
̺g

̺p

(

D ~vg

D t
− ~g

)

, (3.62)
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with the material derivative D()/Dt.

A change in the relative velocity between the gaseous phase and the particle (i.e.

deceleration or acceleration) results in other forces acting on the particle. The deceler-

ation or acceleration of the particle in the fluid requires to de- or accelerate a certain

fraction of the fluid surrounding the particle. This is the so-called added mass or the

effect of the virtual mass

~FvM = cvM mp
̺g

̺p

(

D~vg

Dt
− ∂~vp

∂t

)

. (3.63)

It acts in the opposite direction of the de- or acceleration. For higher Reynolds numbers

Odar and Hamilton [1963] and Odar [1966] introduce the correction factor

cvM = 1, 05 − 0, 066

A2
b + 0, 12

, (3.64)

depending on the acceleration number

Ab =
|~vg − ~vp|

Dp

∣

∣

∣

d|~vg−~vp|
d t

∣

∣

∣

. (3.65)

The second force, that has to be accounted for, when the relative velocity changes, is

the so-called Basset force. It accounts for the lagging of the boundary layer development

on the particle with changing relative velocity. Hence it is often referred to as the

history-term

~FB = 9

√

̺gµg

π

mp

̺pDp

cB





t
∫

0

D~vg

Dt
− d~vp

dt√
t− t′

dt′ +
(~vg − ~vp)0√

t



 . (3.66)

Here (~vg − ~vp)0 is the initial relative velocity. Analogous to the drag force and the

virtual mass, Odar and Hamilton [1963] and Odar [1966] introduce a correction factor

cB for higher particle Reynolds numbers

cB = 0, 48 +
0, 52

(Ab + 1)3 . (3.67)

Both cvM and cB reach unity for Ab approaching zero.
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The forces described above can be combined to the BBO-equation, which is named

after the original authors Basset, Boussinesq and Oseen,

mp
d~vp

dt
= 3πD2

p µg fD (~vg − ~vp) |~vg − ~vp|

+ mp
̺g

̺p

(

D ~vg

D t
− ~g

)

+ cvM mp
̺g

̺p

(

D~vg

Dt
− ∂~vp

∂t

)

(3.68)

+ 9

√

̺gµg

π

mp

̺pDp

cB





t
∫

0

D~vg

Dt
− d~vp

dt√
t− t′

dt′ +
(~vg − ~vp)0√

t





+ mp ~g

+ ~Fi.

The second last term is the gravity force and the last term contributes for other forces,

which were not included in the original form of the BBO-equation.

In the particular case of air being the continuous and water droplets the disperse

phase, the density ratio of the two substances is

̺g

̺p

≈ 1 · 10−3.

Therefore the pressure force and the virtual mass effect can be neglected, as Crowe

et. al. [1998] and Thomas [1991] state. Thomas [1992] derives that for flows with the

density ratio mentioned above, the Basset force only has to be considered for particles

with a diameter Dp ≤ 0.05µm. Therefore the equation 3.68 reduces to

mp
d~vp

dt
= 3πD2

p µg fD (~vg − ~vp) |~vg − ~vp|
+ mp ~g (3.69)

+ Fi.

p

vg

F

ω

M

Figure 3.2: Principle of the Magnus force

The additional forces Fi, as for ex-

ample centrifugal or magnetic and elec-

trostatic forces, do not appear in the

original form of the BBO equation and

have to be adopted for the particular

cases. The forces that have to be consid-

ered in this particular case are the Mag-

nus- and the Saffman forces.

The Magnus force is a lift force,

which results from the spin of a parti-

cle on its own axis. This leads to an asymmetric flow around the particle, resulting in
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a difference in pressure above and below the particle. This force acts in the direction

of the side of the lower pressure (see figure 3.2).

The correlation presented by Rubinow and Keller [1961] for a sphere in a resting

fluid was extended by Crowe et. al. [1998] for moving fluid and delivers the lift force

~FLM =
π

8
D2

p ̺g cLM

(

(~vg − ~vp) × ~ωrel

|~ωrel|

)

, (3.70)

where ~ωrel is the relative rotation of the particle and the surrounding fluid. With ~ωg as

the rotation of the fluid and ~ωp as the rotation of the particle, ~ωrel can be written as

~ωrel = ~ωp − ~ωg. (3.71)

The lift coefficient cLM is given by Oesterlé and Bui Dinh [1998]

cLM = 0, 45 +

(

Rerel

Rep

− 0, 45

)

exp
(

−0, 075 Re0,4
rel Re

0,3
p

)

(3.72)

for relative Reynolds numbers

Rerel =
̺g Dp |~ωrel|

µg

(3.73)

< 140.

Saffman [1965, 1968] describes another lift force of a particle in a shear flow for

FSaff

vgDp
y

x

Figure 3.3: Principle of the Saffman force

small Reynolds numbers, due to a non-

uniform distribution of the relative ve-

locity around the particle. This results

in a nonuniform pressure distribution

around the particle, which leads to a

force acting in the direction of the higher

relative velocity (see figure 3.3 on the

right)

~FSaff = 1, 16 µg Dp |~vg − ~vp|
√

ReS. (3.74)

ReS is the Reynolds number based on the velocity difference above and below the

particle

ReS =
̺g D

2
p

µg

d~vg

dy
. (3.75)

Especially in wall boundary layers this force accounts for particle migration away from

the wall.
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With the additional forces presented here, equation 3.69 becomes

mp
d~vp

dt
= 3πD2

p µg fD (~vg − ~vp) |~vg − ~vp|

+
π

8
D2

p ̺g cLM

(

(~vg − ~vp) × ~ωrel

|~ωrel|

)

(3.76)

+ 1, 16 µg Dp |~vg − ~vp|
√

ReS.

(3.77)

The gravity force is also neglected, because the kinetic energy is much larger than the

potential energy in the case considered here.

3.2.5 Droplet breakup

When the dispersed phase consists of liquid droplets in a two-phase flow, droplet

breakup can occur due to aerodynamic forces acting on the droplet. This breakup

and the breakup mechanisms are described in this section.

The most important parameters influencing the droplet deformation and the fol-

lowing breakup process are the gas and liquid densities, the gas and liquid viscosities,

the surface tension of the liquid and the droplet diameter. Assuming constant mate-

rial properties the relative velocity between the gaseous phase and the droplet is the

parameter dominating the droplet breakup.

The load acting on the droplet is characterized by the Weber number, which is the

ratio of inertia to surface tension forces

We =
(vg − vl)

2Dp0 ̺g

σl

. (3.78)

Air

Figure 3.4: Droplet flattening

When the relative velocity between the droplet

and the continuous phase (vg − vl) increases, i.e.

higher We, the aerodynamic forces acting on the

droplet increase as well. As described by Lee and

Reitz [2000] this leads to the first breakup stage,

the deformation and flattening of the droplet as il-

lustrated in figure 3.4, which is part of each breakup

regime.

If We ≥ Wecrit the liquid droplet breaks up. Different breakup regimes occur,

depending on the Weber number as described in various publications like Pilch and

Erdman [1987] or Schmelz [2002]. For 12 . We vibrational breakup may take place,

which is caused by oscillation of the droplet. The interaction between the droplet and

the surrounding gas leads to an oscillation excitation with increasing amplitude which

can result in a droplet breakup.
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Figure 3.5: Bag breakup

For 12 . We . 50 the so-called bag breakup

occurs, which is shown in figure 3.5. From the

flattened drop a thin hollow bag forms, that orig-

inates from the stagnation point of the drop. In

the outer rim most of the droplet mass is in-

cluded. Eventually the bag bursts, forming small

droplets and shortly hereafter the rim disinte-

grates into a smaller number of larger droplets.
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Air

Figure 3.6: Stamen breakup

The bag and stamen breakup is similar to the

bag breakup and occurs for 50 . We . 100.

Here not all the fluid is capable to accumulate

in the outer rim and a so called stamen remains

in the middle, which disintegrates into larger

droplets (see figure 3.6).

Air

Figure 3.7: Sheet stripping

When 100 . We . 350 the sheet stripping

or stretching and thinning breakup occurs as il-

lustrated in figure 3.7. A horizontal extension,

called lamella, forms at the edge of the flattened

drop due to the high relative velocity at the edge.

This lamella breaks up into smaller drops due to

mechanisms similar to those being responsible

for the breakup of liquid sheets or jets.

Air

Figure 3.8: Catastrophic breakup

If 350 . We wave crest stripping and even-

tually catastrophic breakup takes place (see fig-

ure 3.8). With increasing relative velocity the

dynamic pressure on the drop surface increases

which leads to waves with high amplitudes and

short wavelengths. From the wave crests smaller

droplets disintegrate. With further increasing

relative velocity Lee and Reitz [2000] report that Rayleigh-Taylor instabilities break up

the droplet into large-scale fragments, which, depending on their Weber number, are

further broken down into small drops. This is then the so called catastrophic breakup.

The ranges of the Weber number for the different breakup regimes discussed above

are approximate values which may vary due to different boundary conditions within

the flow. It has to be pointed out that viscous effects may influence the ranges of the

Weber number. Viscous effects are correlated with the Ohnesorge number

Oh =
µl

√

̺l Dp0 σl

. (3.79)
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For liquids with a higher viscosity the occurrence of the breakup mechanisms are shifted

to higher Weber numbers. But as it is stated by Schmelz and Walzel [2003] for Oh <

0.01 the Weber numbers given above are valid. For a water droplet in air the diameter

has to be larger than 4.3 mm to exceed Oh = 0.01.

Pilch and Erdman [1987] also estimate from experiments the time until the breakup

occurs. It is found that this time is only a function of the Weber number and the

Ohnesorge number. It is non-dimensionalized using the time a droplet needs to move

a distance of the length of its own diameter (the displacement time)

tstart = 1.9 (We− 12)−0.25 ·
(

1 + 2.2 Oh1.6
)

. (3.80)

The duration of the breakup is only a function of the Weber number for Oh < 0.1 and

is described by the non-dimensional breakup time

tbreakup =



















6 (We− 12)−0.25 for 12 . We . 18

2.45 (We− 12)−0.25 for 18 . We . 45

1.41 (We− 12)−0.25 for 45 . We . 351

0.77 (We− 12)−0.25 for 351 . We . 2670.

(3.81)

The size distribution of the secondary droplets can be given using the Sauter-Mean-

Diameter (SMD) D32. From various experiments Schmelz [2002] summarizes that the

size of the secondary droplets for Oh < 0.1 and We < 1000 is

D32

Dp0

= 6.2 ·Oh1/2 We
1/4. (3.82)

3.2.6 Droplet impingement on a solid surface

For the investigations presented in this study, the solid surface can be either dry or wet.

According to Levin and Hobbs [1971] only a negligible difference is observed between

the splashing characteristics of droplets impinging on a thin liquid film and a solid

surface. The only difference is the time scale which is shorter in the latter case. It has

to be mentioned here that for droplet impingement on a deep liquid layer, the following

discussion has to be expanded.

The result of the droplet impingement on a solid surface depends on the properties

of the liquid, the surface conditions and the kinematic parameters. Mundo [1996] in-

troduces dimensionless parameters describing the droplet impact. The most important

are the Reynolds number representing the ratio of the inertia to the viscous, dissipative

forces

Re =
̺l Dp 0 v0 n

µl

(3.83)
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and the Weber number describing the ratio of kinetic energy to surface energy

We =
̺l Dp 0 v

2
0 n

σl

. (3.84)

Here ̺l, µl and σl are the liquid density, dynamic viscosity and the surface tension for

a fluid-air interface respectively. Dp 0 is the initial droplet diameter and v0 n the initial

velocity component of the droplet normal to the surface.

The Reynolds number and the Weber number can be combined to the Ohnesorge

number. It describes the influence of the viscosity on the deformation of droplets and

bubbles

Oh =

√
We

Re
=

µl
√

̺l Dp 0 σl

. (3.85)

The following three deformation processes occur in technical applications.

1. Bouncing: reflection of the droplet, with conservation of mass and total or partial

conservation of momentum,

2. Spreading: complete deposition of the droplet, with the liquid spreading radial

from the point of impingement on the surface as a film,

3. Splashing: breakup of the droplet in secondary droplets, where an amount of

fluid can remain on the surface as a film.
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Figure 3.9: Droplet deposition

Because bouncing does not occur in the applica-

tion considered in this work it is not discussed here.

For a detailed description see Rein [1993] for exam-

ple.

The impingement process is illustrated in figure

3.9. Since the events, that occur right after impact,

are important for the subsequent process, the initial

phase is considered in the following, assuming an in-

elastic surface. During this early stage of impact the

droplet is almost neither deformed nor compressed.

Therefore surface tension forces and the viscosity of

the liquid are not important at this stage. The influence of the surrounding gas, caus-

ing minimal deformation of the droplet at the most, is negligible in the case considered

here. Directly after the droplet reached the surface a deformation starts, where the

compressibility of the liquid plays a dominant role. The intensity of the shock wave,

spreading in the droplet with the speed of sound as, is proportional to

p = ̺l aS v0 n. (3.86)
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Heymann [1969] derives that the maximum pressure at the region of contact can reach

a maximum of

pmax = 3 ̺l aS v0 n. (3.87)

The propagation velocity of the contact edge vc is

vc =
v0 n

tan θ
. (3.88)

At the beginning of the deformation, where vc >
√

v2
0 n + a2

s, the shock wave sticks

to the phase interface gaseous-liquid-solid. With increasing angle θ the contact edge

velocity decreases and finally becomes vc <
√

v2
0 n + a2

s. This happens when the critical

angle θcrit = arcsin v 0 n/as is reached. The shock separates from the contact edge and

moves up the undisturbed surface of the drop. Hence the compressed liquid is not

enclosed by the shock wave and the solid surface anymore and sideways jetting is

possible. This is the initial phase for either spreading or splashing. For a description

of this process in more detail see also Rein [1993].

As Mundo [1996] describes, a conical film develops, when the fluid on the surface

retains or in the presence of a thin liquid film on the surface. Both circumstances lead

to a redirection of the liquid resulting in a velocity component normal to the surface.

The conical film is concentric to the point of impingement and is called lamella.

The lamella, formed as described above, expands around the point of impingement

and reaches a maximum radius. The kinetic and surface energy of the drop are dissi-

pated by viscous processes in the thin layer of liquid, resulting in an increase in surface

energy of the liquid film. Thereafter the lamella contracts and the fluid reaches its

equilibrium shape on the surface. The backstroke of the lamella may cause the initial

droplet or parts of it to separate from the surface.

In some cases instabilities in the form of radial jets at the edge of the lamella are

noticed. These result from sinusoidal disturbances of the lamella, which come from

capillary waves as described by Rein [1993]. Due to conservation of mass the thickness

of the lamella decreases with increasing distance to the surface. Hence the local Weber

number of the film

Wef =
̺l v

2
f Hf

σl

(3.89)

decreases also. Here Hf and vf are the film height and velocity respectively. For

Wef < 4 the film breaks up and holes are developing in the lamella locally. This

happens first in wave troughs of the sinusoidal disturbances. The surface tension of

the liquid contracts the liquid to jets.

Due to Rayleigh-Taylor instabilities, which occur when an interface of different

fluids is accelerated towards the denser fluid the radial arms forming at the edge of the
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lamella breakup into secondary droplets at higher impact velocities. In this case the

acceleration is represented by the retardation of the expanding lamella. Whenever a

disintegration of secondary droplets occurs, a droplet is said to splash.

Mundo [1996] introduces the characteristic fragmentation parameter

K = Oh Re1.25 =

(

̺3
l D

3
p 0 v

5
0 n

σ2
l µl

)1/4

. (3.90)

This factor defines when splashing or fragmentation of the initial droplet occurs. From

experiments Mundo [1996] concludes, that

K < 57.7 spreading occurs and for

K ≥ 57.7 splashing occurs.

A water droplet with a diameter of 10 µm in air impinging on a surface with 100 m/s

results in K > 100.

The surface roughness has an effect on the fragmentation of droplets, if the rough-

ness height is in the order of the droplet diameter, because it leads to a redirection

of the flow on the surface. For RS/Dp 0 ≪ 1 · 10−3 the formation of a lamella does not

occur.

Mundo [1996] concludes from his experiments that

• large roughness heights, in the order of the initial droplet diameter, lead to a

chaotic breakup of the droplet,

• tangential velocity components for incident angles up to 60 ◦ have a negligible

influence on the factor K,

• the velocity of the secondary droplets only depend on the velocity of the initial

droplet,

• with increasing factor K the number of secondary droplets increases exponential,

• only a small amount of the energy of the initial droplet is conserved, most of it

is dissipated in the deformation process and the secondary droplet formation.

Zhluktov et. al. [2001] model the droplet wall interaction depending mainly on the

Weber number (equation 3.84) and the spreading-splashing parameter

S =
Re

24 La0.419
. (3.91)

The Reynolds number is given in equation 3.83. The Laplace number La represents

the ration of surface tension to momentum transport and is obtained from

La =
̺lDp σl

µ2
l

. (3.92)
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It is stated that for We ≤ 5 sticking occurs, i.e. the impinging droplet adheres to the

film surface and coalesces completely with the film. For 5 < We < 10 the droplet

bounces from the surface. When We exceeds 10, spreading occurs if S < 1. In this

regime the droplet mergers with the film upon impact. Splashing occurs for S > 1 due

to a high impact energy.



Chapter 4

Experimental Setup

In this chapter the test facility, especially the measuring section, the measuring tech-

niques and their application are described. A brief description of the facility, the

measurement systems and some measurement results can also be found in Ulrichs and

Joos [2004] and Ulrichs and Joos [2006].

4.1 The Test Facility

Traupel [1988] stated that a straight cascade can be used to model the flow of an

annular machine with high accuracy. For the investigations in this study, the existing

open cascade wind tunnel of the Laboratory of Turbomachinery at the Helmut-Schmidt-

University has to be adapted. The main requirements for the test facility, especially

for the measuring section, are

• the operation of a variety of airfoils,

• an adjustable incidence angle,

• an adjustable pitch,

• a wide range of incident flow velocities,

• a homogeneous and stable flow,

• the reduction and / or prevention of secondary flows,

• the optical and mechanical accessibility,

• the possibility of the injection of water or tracer particles,

• automated measured-data acquisition.
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In the setup used here, the wind tunnel is driven by a single-stage radial compressor,

operated by a three-phase motor with a maximum power of 1.8 MW and a rotational

speed of 1.485 m/s. Between the motor and the compressor a gear with a transmission

ratio of 9.04 is interposed, resulting in a rotational speed of 13.424 m/s of the compressor.

The compressor has a maximum pressure ratio of π = 2.01. The air is sucked in from

outdoors through dust filters. The air mass flow is controlled by variable inlet guide

vanes of the compressor and a by-pass in the air bearing duct behind the compressor.

Due to the by-pass the air mass flow through the wind tunnel can not be measured,

but an estimation, using the measured velocities in the inlet of the measuring section,

is presented in chapter 5.1.1 on page 70.

The temperature of the compressed air can be cooled down in a wide temperature

range by a heat exchanger using water from a cooling pond as the coolant. This type

of air supply ensures the continuous operation with stationary operating conditions of

the wind tunnel.

The air flows towards the plenum chamber of the wind tunnel. Inside the plenum

chamber there are two perforated metal plates acting as flow straighteners. Thereafter

the air flows through a nozzle into the intake of the measuring section. The intake is

approximately 2.0 m in length, is 0.3 m high and has a width of 0.1 m. When using the

test facility as an open wind-tunnel, the cascades are mounted at the end of the intake

and the air is blown into the room. This part of the test facility already exists.

To have the ability to inject water or tracer particles into the airflow, the open wind-

tunnel is reconstructed to a semi closed wind tunnel. Figure 4.1 shows the complete

wind tunnel.

At the end of the intake of the existing part of the wind tunnel, where straight

turbine or compressor cascades can be mounted, the intake is extended with a module,

which is shown in figure 4.3. BK 7 glass-windows are mounted on the top, bottom

and side walls, to assure optical accessibility, allowing investigations of the incident

flow approximately 400 mm in front of the cascade. The windows on either side have

a height of 125 mm and are 200 mm long. The windows on the top and on the bottom

have same length, but are 40 mm in height. They are fixed on the side walls from the

outside, so that the flow is not disturbed by any edges, but flowing on a smooth wall.

The intake is followed by another module, the actual measuring section, which con-

tains the cascade. It is also shown in more detail in figure 4.3 and a photograph is

shown in figure 4.2. Here the same windows configuration as for the intake is used to

allow for optical, non-intrusive measurements. To simulate an infinite cascade model by

a cascade of a limited number of blades, in AGARD-AG-328 [1993] it is recommended

that the cascade consists of a minimum of five blades. The middle airfoil is used for

measurements and two are mounted above and below the measurement airfoil respec-

tively. The dimensions of this wind tunnel allow a cascade existing of seven airfoils.
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In most experiments the middle airfoil is used as the measurement blade. But in some

experiments the blade below is used, due to a better optical accessibility, depending

on the setup of the measuring techniques.

Because the distance from the plenum chamber to the cascade is 2.4 m, the bound-

ary layer developing on the side walls has to be taken into account. Theoretical ap-

proaches to calculate the boundary layer thickness close to the cascade can be found

in Schlichting [1965] as well as in Gersten and Herwig [1992]. Both approaches yield

a boundary layer thickness of approximately 24 mm close to the cascade for a velocity

of 185 m/s in the middle of the duct of the approaching flow. A numerical simulation

of the entire intake including the plenum chamber using the commercial code CFX 5.7

from ANSYS, Inc. verified this boundary layer thickness.

As it is stated in AGARD-AG-328 [1993] the side-wall boundary layer causes the

development of secondary flows. The dominating three dimensional flow feature is the

corner stall which is caused by a pressure gradient in the end wall region, in this case the

side walls. The corner stall can lead to a blockage resulting in a higher axial velocity

density ratio in the mid-span of the cascade passage. To minimize the corner stall,

the airfoils are mounted between two plexiglass plates in the middle of the duct (see

figures 4.3 and 4.5), causing the boundary layer to be peeled off from the undisturbed

Air flow outlet

Air fl
ow inlet

Plenum chamber

Droplet seperator

Intake

SectionTest

with water in
jection

toward chimney

Dump diffusor

Figure 4.1: Two-phase cascade wind tunnel
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Figure 4.2: Photograph of the wind tunnel

flow. The plexiglass plates have a wall thickness of 5 mm and a chamfer at the leading

edge preventing flow separations. Plates narrow the effective usable depth of the duct

leading to an airfoil height of 50 mm. Reinforcements as seen in figure 4.4 are mounted,

to prevent vibrations of the plexiglass plates.

In figure 4.5 oil-coating pictures of the suction side of the middle airfoil for two

incident velocities are shown.

It can be seen that the cascade is faced with an undisturbed two dimensional flow

field in the middle of the wind tunnel. The corner stall emerges on both side walls

but develops only little towards the middle of the airfoil, leaving a large region of two

dimensional flow. The corner stall is larger for the lower incident velocity due to the

thicker boundary layer in the inlet. The region of two dimensional flow on the trailing

edge of the airfoil reaches from approximately 30 mm to 40 mm depending on the flow

velocity.

The airfoils used here for the experiments are from an industrial compressor for air.

The compressor is designed for a wide operating range. Hence the stage pressure ratio

is small compared to gas turbine compressors. The airfoil design and the operating

behavior are described by Eisenberg [1996] in detail. The most important parameters

of the cascade are summarized in table 4.1.
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Figure 4.3: Measuring section of the two-phase cascade wind tunnel

Figure 4.4: Photographs of the measuring section

Behind the cascade the height of the wind tunnel is extended to 450 mm, so that

the redirected air flow is not constrained by the walls of the duct. This is similar to
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Figure 4.5: Oil-coating pictures of the suction side of the middle airfoil

Table 4.1: Cascade Parameters

Number of airfoils 7

Chord length 40 mm

Pitch 48.5 mm

Solidity 0.825

Camber angle ∼ 13 ◦

Stagger angle 50.9 ◦

an open wind tunnel, where the air is blown into the room. The height of the step

is chosen to be one half of the original duct height, so large redirection angles can be

realized. Figure 4.6 shows the total and static pressure along the trailing edge of the

cascade measured with a five-hole-probe. A good match of the pressure distribution

downstream of the third and fourth airfoil can be observed. This leads to the conclusion

that a periodicity exists and therefore the cascade and its implementation in the wind

tunnel are modeling the annular axial cascade.

The square duct is further extended by three modules having a total length of

1.5 m, so the upstream airflow is not disturbed. The module following the measuring

section has an access hole so it is possible to reach the cascade for cleaning or working

purposes. Because the pipe connection for air and exhaust gases is circular with a

nominal diameter of 400 mm, the square duct is followed by a diffuser. It extends

the square duct to the circular dimensions needed for the connection to the exhaust
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Figure 4.6: Total pressure distribution 15 mm behind the trailing edge

pipe system. Because flow separation can occur, a dump diffuser is chosen. This also

provokes flow separation, but this is at a defined location in the duct and therefore

flow oscillations are prevented. The flow is then redirected towards the exhaust pipe

system.

To avoid water accumulation in the exhaust pipe system, which would lead to a

damage of the system, a droplet separator withdraws the liquid water contained in

the flow. Because the flow velocities and the volume flow are comparatively high,

a commercially obtainable droplet separator can not be used. A pressure vessel is

diverted from its intended use. The filter pads contained in the vessel are removed and

only the metal lattices with a mesh width of approximately 1.5 mm that hold the filter

pads are kept inside. The lattices act as the drip-catchers (see figure 4.7). The vessel

Out

In

Figure 4.7: The droplet separator
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is drained on the bottom utilizing the pressure difference between the wind tunnel and

the ambient pressure. Experiments have shown that approximately 65 % of the water

is separated inside the vessel. A part of the rest of the water is already evaporated by

the time it reaches the droplet separator. The other part is carried into the exhaust

pipe system, but the droplets are small in size, so that they can be assumed to follow

the flow and not accumulate somewhere in the pipe system. Also after each experiment

the compressor has to be cooled down to prevent any damage. Therefore a fan located

close to the chimney is run for approximately 30 minutes which also causes water

accumulated in the pipe system to evaporate. From the exhaust pipe system the flow

is directed to a chimney, from where it is blown to the outside.

Nozzle

��������

Water supply

Filter

Pin

D

Figure 4.8: Injection pin nozzle

In the plenum chamber the water in form of

a fine mist is introduced into the airflow. Here

the flow velocity is low and the water droplets are

accelerated together with the air towards the cas-

cade. Furthermore the spray generation is not sig-

nificantly influenced by the low velocities. Here in-

jection pin nozzles with different water flow rates

from BETE Fog Nozzle, Inc. are used to gener-

ate a fine mist of water droplets. A sketch of an

impaction pin nozzle is shown in figure 4.8. This

type of nozzle is commonly used in inlet and high

fogging systems and its function and spray characteristics are topic of some research

as discussed in chapter 2.1. The function of the nozzle is described here briefly.

Pressurized water is supplied to the nozzle, where it passes the implemented filter

with a mesh width of 0.074 mm. Inside the nozzle the water flows through a hole which

has a diameter of DNozzle = 0.152 mm to DNozzle = 0.508 mm depending on the nozzle

flow rate. After the water passes the smooth orifice, it impinges on the impaction pin

with a velocity, that depends on the water pressure pl. The sharp tipped pin splits the

water jet, shaping a thin conical water sheet, which thins as it expands. In Chaker

et. al. [2003] it is stated, that for Weber numbers exceeding 13, the aerodynamic forces

overcome the surface tension forces, leading to break up and droplet formation. The

mean droplet size is proportional to the square root of the sheet thickness at the point

of breakup.

Due to the low air mass flow only one nozzle is used for experiments but different

nozzle sizes are applied leading to a variation of water mass flow and droplet size

distribution. Table 4.2 summarizes the most important manufacturer information of

the three nozzle sizes used. The flow number K describes the effective flow area of the

nozzle. It is a measure of the throughput of water.
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Table 4.2: Nozzle specification (pl = 100 bar)

Nozzle

PJ6 PJ10 PJ20

Flow rate [l/min] 0.140 0.390 1.540

D32 [µm] 15.850 25.130 35.810

Dv 0.1 [µm] 9.145 14.500 24.100

Dv 0.5 [µm] 20.730 32.860 40.520

Dv 0.9 [µm] 32.310 51.220 60.760

K [l/min
√

bar] 0.014 0.039 0.153

Deionized water is pressurized using a pump that is capable of supplying a water

flow rate of 9.17 l/min with a pressure of up to 150 bar. The water then flows through

stainless steal pipelines towards the nozzle. The water flows through a filter, which

allows only particles contained in the water smaller than 2µm in size to pass. The

system allows accurate control using a bypass pipeline. The mass flow rate and the

water pressure are measured, utilizing a gear flow meter from Kracht GmbH and a

pressure gage from Hottinger Baldwin Messtechnik GmbH respectively. Measured and

manufacturer given water flow rates vary less than 2 % from each other.

The nozzles are mounted in a way, that the spray plume is parallel to the air

flow. As it is shown by Savic et. al. [2002], this leads to minimal droplet breakup

allowing to compare the manufacturing given nozzle specifications with the parameters

obtained during experiments in the intake. Also experiments with the nozzle mounted

perpendicular to the air flow show, that the amount of water carried into the measuring

section noticeably declines. This is due to the low air flow velocity prevailing in the

plenum chamber, resulting in the droplets, which have a comparatively higher kinetic

energy to stay in the chamber and deposit on the chamber walls.

Various experiments are accomplished, varying the incident velocity and the size of

impaction pin nozzle used. In table A.1 in appendix A the boundary conditions, setup

for the experiments performed, are summarized.
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4.2 Measurement Techniques

This section describes the measuring techniques used for the experiments. Especially

the main measuring system, the Phase-Doppler-Anemometry, is discussed in more de-

tail.

4.2.1 Pressure probe measurements

The five-hole probe is used for the investigation of three dimensional flow fields. The

positions of the holes and the geometry of the hemispherical probe head is shown in

figure 4.9. The probe head has a diameter of 2.9 mm and is 6.9 mm in length. The stem

below the probe head is 3 mm wide and 4 mm in depth. It widens conical to 7.2 mm in

diameter 25 mm below the head.

2

3
v

4

γ 1

ϕ

Figure 4.9: Geometry and position of holes of five-hole-probe

The pressures at the holes depend on the incident flow of the probe and are a

combination of a static and dynamic part. From the five pressures the angles ϕ and γ

of the local flow vector relative to the probe head and the velocity v in terms of the

local Mach number Ma can be obtained.

The values describing the local flow condition (ϕ, γ, Ma, ptot, pstat) are obtained by

using a multi-parameter approximation, as it is described in Bohn and Simon [1975].
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Dimensionless numbers are provided, which mainly represent the influence of ϕ, γ and

Ma respectively. These numbers are

kϕ =
p3 − p1

∆p
, (4.1)

kγ =
p4 − p2

∆p
, (4.2)

kMa =
∆p

p0

(4.3)

(4.4)

with

∆p = p0 −
p1 + p3

2
, (4.5)

where the numbers in the index of p denote the hole of the probe. Using the correlation

Y =
l

∑

i=0

m
∑

j=0

n
∑

k=0

δi,j,k Ci,j,k k
i
Ma k

j
ϕ k

k
γ (4.6)

with

δi,j,k =

{

1 ∀ i, j, k ≤ max (l,m, n)

0 ∀ i, j, k > max (l,m, n)

the three parameters describing the flow vector (ϕ, γ, Ma) can be computed. Here

Y is the parameter which is to be obtained and Ci,j,k are the coefficients determined

on calibration. Furthermore two other parameters are obtained using equation 4.6

to calculate the local static and total pressure using the pressures measured with the

probe

kpstat =
p0 − p

∆p
(4.7)

kptot =
ptot − p0

∆p
. (4.8)

With the probe used here and the corresponding calibration report (Arnold and

Eifel [2005]) it is possible to describe the flow within the following limits

−20◦ ≤ α ≤ +20◦, −20◦ ≤ β ≤ +20◦, 0, 1 ≤Ma ≤ 0, 8.

The mean deviations and the maximum errors of the approximation are summarized

in table 4.3

For the measurements the five-hole-probe is mounted on the traversing system. At

the appropriate position the glass window is exchanged by a metal plate with a slotted

hole and for measurements behind the cascade one plexiglass plate is replaced by a

plate with an elongated hole. The setup for five-hole-probe measurements is seen in

figure 4.10.
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Table 4.3: Deviation of multi-parameter approximation

Mean Max

ϕ [◦] 0.073 0.493

γ [◦] 0.223 0.966

Ma [−] 0.002 0.008

slotted plate

brace

adaption mechanism

5−hole−probe 

Figure 4.10: 5-hole-probe measurement setup

The alignment of the probe is accomplished in the intake of the wind tunnel, where

an undisturbed air flow can be assumed. The positions of the probe can be varied by

turning it on its own axis as well as tilting it in the x-z-plane and in the y-z-plane using

an adaption mechanism. To prevent bending of the probe which would result in wrong

measuring results, a brace is mounted to the probe as seen in figure 4.10. The form

of the brace is optimized in various tests, leading to a form of maximum stiffness with

negligible influence on the measuring results.

The five pressures are measured with pressure transducers covered in chapter 4.2.4.

The measured values are recorded using a measuring amplifier controlled by a self

made program using LabView (Version 6) from National Instruments Corporation.

This program also controlls the traversing system and therefore allowing automated

measurements.
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4.2.2 Phase-Doppler-Anemometry

The Phase-Doppler-Anemometry (PDA) is a non-intrusive, absolute measurement tech-

nique for flow velocities and particle sizes with a very high accuracy and high spatial and

temporal resolution. Here a 2D-PDA from Dantec Dynamics A/S is used to measure

the velocity components in the main flow direction and perpendicular to it (directions

x and y respectively, as denoted in figure 4.3) as well as droplet sizes. The theory and

principle of this measuring system is described in many publications, e.g. Durst et. al.

[1987], Albrecht et. al. [2003] and Dantec Dynamics A/S [2004]. This chapter discusses

the theory, principle and application aspects of the PDA, its implementation at the

test facility including special aspects that have to be considered and sources of error.

4.2.2.1 Theory and principle

The Laser-Doppler-Anemometry (LDA) is the basis for the PDA. Both systems consist

of a transmitting probe which transmits monochromatic, coherent laser light and a

receiving probe, which collects the light scattered from particles in a flow. The LDA

is based on the optical Doppler effect. For moving Particles, e.g. tracer particles in a

flow, the Doppler effect appears twice. For the transmitting probe the particles act as

moving receivers and for the receiving probe as moving transmitters.

Figure 4.11 illustrates the principle of the LDA setup as a dual-beam configuration,

as it is used here. A beam splitter is used to divide one laser beam with the frequency
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Figure 4.11: Optical configuration for a dual-incident beam system

fi and the wavelength λi into two beams with the same intensity and polarization. The

two resulting laser beams ei 1 and ei 2 form a measurement volume at their intersection

point. A particle crossing the measurement volume scatters the light of the transmitted

beams with a frequency shift due to the Doppler effect. According to the Lorenz-Mie

scattering theory, the light is scattered in all directions, but here only the light reflected

in the direction of the receiver is considered. Because the two beams have different
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Figure 4.12: Principle of beat

directions, the velocity components of the particle relative to the beams differ. This

results in slightly different frequencies of the scattered light from each beam

fs 1 = fi +
vp (es − e1)

λi

, (4.9)

fs 2 = fi +
vp (es − e2)

λi

. (4.10)

The superposition of these scattered beams results in a signal with the beat frequency

as illustrated in figure 4.12. The beat frequency is also referred to as the Doppler

frequency

fD = fs 2 − fs 1

=
vp (e1 − e2)

λi

. (4.11)

From equation 4.11 it is obvious that the Doppler frequency fD is independent of

the receiver position. Using the intersection angle θ the Doppler frequency and as a

consequence the velocity component vp x can be obtained from

fD =
2 sin θ

2

λi

vp cosα

=
2 sin θ

2

λi

vp x (4.12)

⇔ vp x =
fD λi

2 sin θ
2

. (4.13)
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For reasons of simplicity the fringe model is commonly used to explain the mea-

surement principle of the LDA technique. When two coherent laser beams intersect a

measurement volume consisting of constructive and destructive fringes is formed. The

distance between the constructive fringes depends on the wavelength and the angle of

intersection of the two laser beams

δf =
λi

2 sin θ
2

. (4.14)

Because the fringes are normal to the x-axis (see figure 4.11) the intensity of the light

scattered by the particle moving through the measurement volume will vary with a

frequency proportional to vp x

fD =
vp x

δf

=
2 sin θ

2

λi

vp x (4.15)

⇔ vp x =
fD λi

2 sin θ
2

. (4.16)

Equation 4.16 is identical to equation 4.13. It has to be noted, that this model is only

valid for very small particles where Dp ≪ λi, because only then the intensity of the

field can be considered constant over the particle diameter.

As it is evident from equations 4.13 and 4.16, only the absolute value of the velocity

is obtained but not the direction of the velocity vector. This is accomplished by shifting

the frequency of one of the two incident laser beams. For example this can be achieved

using a Bragg cell as a beam splitter. A Bragg cell is a crystal with an electro-

mechanical transducer driven by an oscillator on one side, generating an acoustic wave.

This wave propagates through the crystal with the speed of sound of the material and

acts like a phase grating. An incident laser beam is diffracted by this grating, due to

regions of high and low density. This results in a frequency shift of a diffracted beam

due to a Doppler shift. The direct beam, which is not shifted in frequency, and the first

order diffracted beam are used for the LDA measurements. In the system used here

the Bragg cell provides a frequency shift of one beam of 40 MHz. Applying a constant

shift frequency fsh to equation 4.10 yields

fs 1 = fi +
vp (es − e1)

λi

(4.17)

fs 2 = (fi + fsh) +
vp (es − e2)

λi

(4.18)

⇒ fD = (fi + fsh) +
vp (es − e2)

λi

− fi +
vp (es − e1)

λi

(4.19)

⇔ vp x = (fD − fsh)
λi

2 sin θ
2

. (4.20)
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For the system used here the frequency shift allows measurements of velocities down

to

vp x > − λ fsh

2 sin θ
2

≈ −210
m

s
(4.21)

without directional ambiguity.

The signal of one particle, converted by the photo-detectors in the receiving probe,

is a current pulse, which is illustrated on the left side of figure 4.13. The envelope of the

Filter
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Figure 4.13: Doppler burst processing

current pulse reflects the Gaussian intensity distribution of the measuring volume. The

pulse contains the frequency, which is used to calculate the velocity component. The

noise included in the signal primarily is the photodetector shot noise and in addition the

noise from undesired light reaching the photo-detector. The so-called doppler pedestal

is a DC-part of the signal which is removed by a high-pass filter, resulting in a signal

shown on the right side of figure 4.13. This filtered signal is the input to the signal

processor. The Doppler frequency is determined by an FFT analysis.

The Phase-Doppler-Anemometry (PDA) is an extension of the LDA. Before ex-

plaining the PDA in more detail, the light scattering from small particles has to be

known. Figure 4.14 illustrates the ray tracing of an incident angle and the intensity

of the scattered light for a light wavelength of 514.5 nm and a 50µm droplet in air

exemplarily.

The intensity of the scattered light subject to the scattering angle can be divided

into three types depending on the droplet diameter.

• For Dp ≪ λ Rayleigh-scattering occurs for which the intensity of the scattered

light is proportional to D6
p.

• The Lorentz-Mie-theory describes the scattering of the light of spherical particles.

It is valid for Dp ≥ λ and the intensity of the scattered light is proportional to

D2
p.
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Figure 4.14: Light scattering of water droplet in air (Dantec Dynamics A/S [2004])

• If Dp ≫ λ the laws of geometrical optics can be applied (see figure 4.14-1).

The intensity of the scattered light also depends on the polarization of the incident

light as it is illustrated in figure 4.14-2. It has to be decided at which off-axis angle φ

the receiving probe has to be mounted in relation to the transmitting probe and hence

which part of the scattered light is to be collected. Since the measuring section has

glass windows on either side of the cascade the best solution for this application is to

place the receiving probe on the opposite side of the transmitting probe in the same

horizontal plane with φ = 30 ◦ off-axis displacement. This assures a large region in the

cascade where the PDA can be operated and the scattered light from the first order

refraction can be used to measure the particle size. This light has the highest intensity

at this position, thus giving the best signals. For an angle of φ = 30 ◦ the polarization

does not have a significant influence on the light intensity as it is obvious from figure

4.14-2 but a closer investigation states that parallel polarization is slightly better (see

also Dantec Dynamics A/S [2004]).

In the PDA system there are at least two receivers (photo-detectors) with a known

spacial separation (see figure 4.11), which results in a different optical path length

for each receiver. Therefore both photo-detectors receive a Doppler burst of the same

frequency, but with a phase difference

∆Φ = 2π
∆t

T
. (4.22)

This is also illustrated in figure 4.15. If all geometric parameters of the optics are
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Figure 4.15: Phase shifted Doppler signals (two band-pass filtered)

constant, the phase difference depends on the particle size only. The phase of a Doppler

burst is obtained from

∆Φ = 2π
nc

λi

Dp βj (4.23)

where nc is the refractive index of the continuous phase, λi is the laser wavelength and

Dp is the particle or droplet diameter. The parameter βj depends on the scattering

mode, i.e. reflection (j=0), first order refraction (j=1) or second order refraction (j=2).

Here first order refraction is used for all experiments for which

β1 = 2





√

1 +m2 −
√

2 m

√

1 + sin
θ

2
sinψ + cos

θ

2
cosψ cosφ

−

√

1 +m2 −
√

2 m

√

1 − sin
θ

2
sinψ + cos

θ

2
cosψ cosφ



 (4.24)

where m is the ratio of the refractive indices of the dispersed phase nd to the continuous

phase nc. For more details on the parameters βj see also Bauckhage [1989] and Crowe

et. al. [1998]. For the case considered here (nc ≈ 1 ) the diameter of a spherical droplet

is obtained from

Dp =
λi

2 π

1

β1

∆Φ. (4.25)
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It is obvious that a 2π ambiguity will occur, when a particle exceeds a certain size

(see also figure 4.16). For first order refraction this diameter can be approximated by

Dp max ≈
λi

∣

∣cos φ
2

∣

∣

√

1 +m2 − 2 m
∣

∣cos φ
2

∣

∣

m ψ θ
2

(4.26)

where ψ is the elevation angle and φ is the off-axis angle of the receiver.

To overcome this ambiguity the PDA receiver is equipped with an additional de-

tector at a different elevation angle. All three detectors are positioned asymmetrically.

Hence three phase differences ∆Φ12, ∆Φ13 and ∆Φ23 are measured for each particle.

The indices denote the three detectors. Figure 4.16 illustrates the relation of the droplet

diameter Dp and the phase differences. The relations between the phase difference and

D p, maxD Particle
diameter

p(D )∆Φ13

p(D )∆Φ12

p(D )∆Φ23

∆Φ   (Φ − Φ )13 1 3

∆Φ   (Φ − Φ )12 1 2

360 deg.

∆Φ

p

0 deg.

Phase difference

Figure 4.16: Relation of droplet diameter and phase differences (adapted from Al-

brecht et. al. [2003]

the diameter differ due to the different elevation angles. Because two phase differences

are linearly independent, they yield two different particle diameter estimations. One

has a greater slope of the phase-diameter relation and thus a higher resolution but a

smaller size range (here ∆Φ12). The other one (∆Φ13) has a smaller slope but a greater

measuring range due to the smaller distance between the two detectors. The third

phase difference is used as a validation criteria, based on the fact that

∆Φ12 = ∆Φ13 − ∆Φ23. (4.27)

Using this setup, the largest measurable diameter for first order refraction becomes

Dp max ≈
λi

∣

∣cos φ
2

∣

∣

√

1 +m2 − 2 m
∣

∣cos φ
2

∣

∣

m (ψ1 − ψ3)
θ
2

. (4.28)

To adjust the position and size of the three photo detectors in a limited range, the

receiver is equipped with interchangeable aperture plates called masks. Implementing
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these masks, the received light is focused on the three different receiving fibers. For

small particles the light is focused on the three segments contained in the receiving

probe. The other two masks available with the system use only portions of each lens

segment. The larger the particles, the larger the portion of the lens, that is covered

up.

From the discussion above it is obvious, that sizes of spherical particles can be

obtained only. The PDA delivers information about the particle based on light incident

and glare point. Since there is a limited number of sample points on the surface of

the particle, the PDA can not deliver information of shape and structure of a more

irregular and inhomogeneous particle. Therefore the spherical validation is performed

with the standard three-detector arrangement. This is accomplished by estimating

two different particle curvatures along the meridian line on which the glare points lie

using the phase differences detected by the three photo-detectors. If the particle is

not spherical the two size measurements accomplished with the three detectors will

deliver different curvatures between the glare points. Therefore the non-sphericity can

be estimated when the two diameters calculated from the measured phase differences

do not agree for any 2π multiple. A tolerance band (spherical validation band) of the

two phase differences between the detectors is defined, inside which the particles are

assumed to be spherical and therefore passed on for evaluation. Samples outside the

tolerance band are rejected. The width of the tolerance band is usually given in percent

of the size range measured. More information about the response of a PDA system to

non-spherical droplets is given by Damaschke et. al. [1998].

4.2.2.2 Sources of error

From the discussion above it is obvious, that the PDA is a measuring technique that

is free of calibration, yet some aspects have to be considered affecting the accuracy of

the measurement results.

The PDA is based on the measurement of statistically independent samples. These

samples are averaged over the amount of samples collected. Hence more signals of

faster particles are detected and therefore the resulting average velocity is shifted to

higher values. This is called the velocity bias and the resulting maximum error is in

the order of 2 % - 4 % of the main flow velocity (see Ruck [1987]). It can be corrected

by introducing a weighting factor

ηi =
tt,i

N−1
∑

j=0

tt,j

, (4.29)

instead of arithmetic weighting. Here N is the number of velocity samples, and tt,i

is the transit time of the i th particle passing the measuring volume. The difference
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between the result of the transit time weighted and the arithmetic averaged samples

in this application is approximately 7 %.

When using first order refraction as the dominant scattering mode, the trajectory

effect (Gaussian beam effect) may occur, especially for m > 1. The laser beams have

a Gaussian intensity distribution and therefore the intensity of the measuring volume

is also Gaussian. Particles of a certain size can scatter light from reflection and first

order refraction in the direction of the receiver at the same time. Due to the intensity

distribution within the measuring volume the light from the reflection is dominant and

therefore detected by the receiver, leading to an incorrect size calculation. As it is

illustrated by Albrecht et. al. [2003] this occurs for particle sizes in the order of, or

larger than the laser beam width. The laser beam diameter in the setup used here is

approximately 10 times larger than the largest droplets expected in the flow. Hence

the trajectory effect can be neglected.

A well defined measuring section is achieved by placing slit apertures in front of

the receiver lens, as described above. Usually particles scatter light from reflection and

first and higher orders of refraction. Only one of them is dominant and the system

is setup to evaluate just this scattering mode. For a particle at the border of the

measuring volume it may occur that the dominant mode is cut off, e.g. first order

refraction, and light from another mode (e.g. reflection) is collected by the receiver.

This is called the slit effect. It leads to an incorrect size measurement, similar to the

trajectory effect. The slit effect depends on the glare point positions on the particle

surface and emerges, when the glare points of dominant order are blocked by the slit

aperture. Since this mainly happens for large particles it is considered to be negligible

in the current study. Also an appropriate choice of aperture mask makes the PDA less

sensitive to the trajectory and the slit effect.

The necessary amount of valid samples N collected at one measuring point can be

estimated by using the relative error ǫM

N =
1

ǫ2M

√

σ2
M

M
2 , (4.30)

where M is the parameter measured (i.e. diameter Dp or velocity component u or

v) and σM is the standard deviation of the parameter. For the experiments here it

has to be found a compromise between accuracy of measurement and measurement

time, especially when measuring velocity and diameter distributions around the entire

airfoil. Therefore the relative error ǫM is set to 2 %, because this allows for relative

short measuring time in conjunction with accurate measurements. For experiments,

where the measuring time is not influenced significantly by a lower relative error the

number of samples is increased.
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At the given experimental setup the thickness of the glass windows as well as

the thickness of the plexiglass plates have to be taken into account when setting up

the PDA. Due to the refraction of the light at the air-glass-air and air-plexiglass-

air interfaces the measurement volume is shifted resulting in a change of the focal

length of the transmitting probe, which has to be considered in the software settings.
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Figure 4.17: Refraction of light

beam on fluid-window-fluid inter-

faces

The displacement (zd − z0) of the measurement vol-

ume as illustrated in figure 4.17 can be computed

using

zd − z0 = z0

(

n2

n1

− 1

)

+ t

(

1 − n2

nw

)

. (4.31)

In the case considered here the fluid on either side of

the window is air, thus n1 = n2 (the water droplets

can be neglected for these considerations). For the

setup air-glass-air-plexiglass-air the displacement is

obtained from

zd − z0 = tw

(

1 − n1

nw

)

+ tpg

(

1 − n2

npg

)

. (4.32)

A glass window thickness tw of 20 mm, a plexiglass

thickness tpg of 5 mm and the refraction indexes of

BK7 glass nw = 1, 52 and of plexiglass npg = 1.49 lead to a measurement displacement

of 8.486 mm. Hence a focal length of the transmitting probe of 168.486 mm has to be

considered in the current setup.

4.2.2.3 Seeding the flow

For the velocity measurements with the PDA the air flow has to be seeded with tracer

particles. On the one hand these have to be small enough to follow the flow as accurate

as possible, on the other hand the particles need to have a certain size to assure a high

intensity of the scattered light.

For measurements without water injection additional tracer particles have to be

added to the flow. This is accomplished with a six-jet atomizer from TSI Inc. (Model

9306 A) running with Di-2-Ethylhexyl-Sebacat (DEHS). As it is stated by TSI Inc.

[2003] the mean diameter of the particles generated by the atomizer is 0.3µm in the

setup chosen for this experiment. For the given particle concentration of approximately
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10−6 particles/cm3 the particle spacing can be obtained as it is derived by Crowe et. al.

[1998]

Lp

Dp

=





π
(

1 + Cm
̺g

̺l

)

6 · Cm
̺g

̺l





1

3

(4.33)

≈ 300,

where Cm is the mass concentration, i.e. the ratio of the mass of the dispersed phase to

the mass of continuous phase in the mixture. In this case the particles can be treated

as isolated particles, without any influence of the neighboring particles.

When water is injected into the airflow the water droplets act as the tracer parti-

cles, but the continuous and the dispersed phase have to be distinguished from each

other. Since the droplet size distribution can range from approximately 0.5µm to ap-

proximately 100µm, a maximum particle size has to be found, that can be assumed to

have the tracking capability to represent the airflow.

Derived from the BBO-equation Albrecht et. al. [2003] give the slip (1 − s) in terms

of the relaxation time τr and a critical frequency ωcrit, for which a given slip can be

tolerated, for very large density ratios (̺l/̺g ≫ 1)

1 − s =
ul

ug

=
1

√

1 + ω2
crit τ

2
r

. (4.34)

Equation 4.34 can be rearranged to yield

fcrit =
1

2π τr

√

1

(1 − s)2 − 1, (4.35)

with fcrit = 2π ωcrit. The frequency fcrit is the cut-off frequency at which the seeding

particles still follow the velocity oscillations of the flow with (1 − s) of the amplitude.

The particle diameter for a given cut-off frequency must be smaller than

Dp <

√

√

√

√

9 µl

π ̺l fcrit

√

1

(1 − s)2 − 1. (4.36)

Given a slip of (1 − s) = 99 %, for a water droplet with a diameter of 2µm in air

the cut-off frequency is approximately 1.9 kHz. For a diameter of 1µm the frequency

increases to approximately 7.6 kHz. The DEHS particles mentioned above lead to a

cut-off frequency of approximately 92 kHz.

The tracking capability of particles on curved streamlines is described in Dring

[1982]. The results are based on computations accomplished in Dring and Suo [1978]

and Dring et. al. [1979]. The following assumptions are made to simplify the analysis

of the BBO-equation
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• the particles are rigid spheres with a density much greater than that of the fluid,

• the effects of the virtual mass and the Magnus force are negligible,

• the fluid density is uniform in the region of interest,

• there is no interaction between the particles and

• Stokes drag is used to compute the drag forces.

The last assumption is valid, because the particles observed follow the flow very closely

resulting in a low relative particle Reynolds number and Mach number. It has to be

noted, that the estimations are conservative, since the actual drag is less than the

Stokes drag. The particle tracking capability can be determined by two dimensionless

parameters, of which the Stokes number

St =
̺p v1 D

2
p

18 µg c
(4.37)

is the most important. To fully describe the trajectory of a particle the second param-

eter σ is introduced

σ =
Rec
̺p

̺l

(4.38)

with the chord length of an airfoil used as the characteristic length for the Reynolds

number Rec. Since the second parameter σ is independent of the particle diameter, it

is sufficient to examine the effect of the Stokes number, when all other variables are

kept constant.

Results presented by Dring et. al. [1979] show that particles with a Stokes number

less than 0.1 will follow the fluid streamlines very closely through a turbine cascade. On

the other hand particles with a Stokes number St > 10, will most likely be centrifuged

across the streamlines. In Dring [1982] it is stated, that particles with a Stokes number

of 0.1 have maximum speed error of 6 %, a maximum angle error of 4.6 ◦ and 14 % of

the airfoil pitch is swept clean of particles at the trailing edge plane of a compressor

cascade. These numbers reduce to 0.7 %, 0.5 ◦ and 2.3 %, respectively, for a Stokes

number of 0.01. In the case considered here with an approach velocity of 250 m/s the

Stokes number is 0.0187 for a water droplet with a diameter of 1µm and 0.078 for a

diameter of 2µm.

Similar results are found by Ruck [1990], Mei [1996] and Melling [1997]. Therefore

particles with a diameter of Dp ≤ 1µm are assumed to follow the flow and represent

the continuous phase of the two-phase flow. Even particles of Dp ≤ 2µm still follow

the air flow with a small error and could be regarded to represent the continuous phase.
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4.2.2.4 PDA system setup

In this section the most important hardware and software settings are mentioned briefly.

The transmitting and the receiving probe are mounted on one traversing system, so

that automated movement of both probes at the same time is possible.

The system is set up, so that only coincident signals are analyzed. This means that

both velocity components have to be recognized within a certain time frame, so that

it can be assumed that the signals originate from the same particle. This increases the

measuring time, but it also assures more accurate results.

The aperture masks, described above, are chosen, depending on the nozzle used.

The three different nozzles deliver different droplet sizes and therefore another mask

has to be used for each nozzle, to assure the recognition of the entire droplet size ranges.

The center frequency and the bandwidth of the velocity measurements have to be

chosen depending on the mean velocity of the current experiment. They are adapted

for each experiment individually.

The high voltage level of the photo-detectors, the signal gain and the filter settings

are chosen, depending on the signal quality. The signal quality depends on the region

in the measuring section, where measurements are performed and on the time elapsed,

due to clouded windows.

The fringes are moving from the shifted laser beam to the non-shifted. As it is stated

by Dantec Dynamics A/S [2004] the positive direction of the flow and the positive

direction of the moving fringes should be opposite, to improve the measurement.

The most important parameters of the PDA setup are summarized in table 4.4.

4.2.3 Shadowgraphy

Another measuring technique used for experiments is a shadowgraphy system, which

is described in this section.

4.2.3.1 Principle and Setup

The SizingMaster from LaVision GmbH is based on the shadowgraphy or backlight-

ing technique using high resolution imaging with backlight illumination. It is a non-

intrusive measuring technique which allows to measure the size of particles with arbi-

trary shape and material and to investigate sizes down to 5µm. A detailed description

of the system is given by LaVision GmbH [2005]. The setup of the system is illustrated

in figure 4.18.

The camera is a LaVision FlowMaster 3S with a 1280 × 1024 CCD sensor of

6.7 x 6.7µm pixels. It has a frame rate of 8 Hz and a 12 bit dynamic range.
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Table 4.4: Hardware and software settings of the PDA

LDA

Focal length of the transmitting probe 168.486 mm

Focal length of the receiving probe 310 mm

Wavelength laser beam u-velocity component 488.0 nm

Wavelength laser beam v-velocity component 514.5 nm

Beam spacing laser beams u-velocity component 15.0 mm

Beam spacing laser beams v-velocity component 15.0 mm

Laser beam diameter 1.35 mm

Fringe spacing of measurement volume u-velocity component 5.487µm

Fringe spacing of measurement volume v-velocity component 5.785µm

Length of measurement volume u-velocity component 1.744 mm

Length of measurement volume v-velocity component 1.838 mm

Diameter of measurement volume u-velocity component 0.078 mm

Diameter of measurement volume v-velocity component 0.082 mm

Frequency shift 40 MHz

PDA

Fringe direction negative

Scattering mode 1st order refraction

Scattering angle 30 ◦

Spherical validation band 5 %

Droplets

microscope with CCD camera

pulsed laser
Light source: 

Detector: far field

Illumination optics

Figure 4.18: Setup of the Sizing Master (adapted from http://www.lavision.com)

The mirror based long-distance microscope QM1 from Questar Corp. in front of the

camera defines the measurement volume by its focal plane and its depth of field. The

working distance ranges from approximately 560 mm to 1400 mm and the F-number
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1 ranges from 8.7 to 16.8. In the current setup the measurement area has a size of

approximately 3.8 mm × 3.0 mm and a depth of field of approximately 0.8 mm.

A double-pulsed Nd:YAG laser is used as a light source. The laser has a wavelength

of 532 nm, a maximum energy of 50 mJ per pulse and can be pulsed with up to 15 Hz.

It is operated in single shot mode. A special illumination optic mounted in front of the

laser assures diffuse backlight illumination.

The illumination light and the camera with the far-field microscope are mounted

on either side of the measuring section, but on the same 3D traversing system allowing

automated measurements at different positions in and around the cascade.

After focusing the long-distance microscope at the region of interest in the mea-

suring section, a scaling has to be performed, so that the calculated diameters are

presented in the correct size information. A picture of a scaling plate is taken, which

has a scale of 5 mm divided into 200 lines. The software Davis 7.0 provides a dialog to

define the distance measured on the picture, relates it to the image size and calculates

a scaling factor.

The images of droplets or particles taken, are evaluated using a thresholding two

step segmentation algorithm. A reference picture without particles is used to invert

the particle image. The particles are detected by a user-defined global threshold, which

is given in percentage of the maximum intensity of the inverted image. All detected

particles below this threshold are ignored during further calculations. To avoid noise,

a second absolute threshold is defined, the minimum threshold. It has to be adapted

to the intensities of the source image by the user. If the global threshold is below the

absolute threshold, the area of the image is not considered for further calculations.

The second segmentation step extracts the areas validated in the first step and an-

alyzes each segment separately. The algorithm counts the pixels of the area evaluated,

which are above an user-defined low-level and high-level threshold. For both numbers

of pixels the particle areas are calculated. For these the shortest and longest axis are

obtained. This is done by assuming a circle of the same area of the particle considered.

Finally the center of mass, the particle diameter and the eccentricity are calculated

by averaging the values of both areas obtained from the low- and high-level threshold.

The scaling factor mentioned above is used to calculate the diameter of the particle.

Statistical results computed for one complete image or a set of several images include

the statistically corrected number of particles

N ′ =
N

∑

i=1

1

pi

, (4.39)

1also called focal-ratio; is the ratio of effective lens opening to focal length; it is a measure for the

intensity of light
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where pi is the probability of the particle i to be detected. Additionally the diameters

D10, D32 and Dv0.x described in section 3.2.3 are calculated .

4.2.3.2 Limits of the shadowgraphy system

The small depth of field leads to a blurred edge of an airfoil in the picture, when

measured in the middle of the blade. Therefore this measuring system is mainly used

for the investigations of the trailing edge of the airfoils, when water is injected into the

flow.

Due to the limited frame rate of 8 Hz of the camera, compared to the high flow

velocity in the measuring section, only snapshots of the regions of interest can be

taken. Even pictures from a high speed camera do not image consecutive analyzable

pictures due to the motion blur, which is caused by the comparably long exposure

times caused by the laser pulses.

Kashdan et. al. [2000] compare a shadowgraphy system with a PDA in an atom-

ization region of a swirl atomizer and in regions of dense and dispersed spray. In the

dense and the dispersed region the measured droplet sizes are well comparable. But

in the region close to the atomizer exit, where ligaments are forming and breakup into

droplets, which have to attain a spherical shape, the shadowgraphy system tends to

measure smaller droplets. It is concluded that the system cannot measure accurately

in regions like this for three reasons:

• The fluid structures are not spherical and they are sufficiently irregular with

irregularities that are statistically significant.

• A high concentration of the water in the field of view results in difficulties re-

garding thresholding an individual image and it is almost impossible to fix a

threshold for a set of images, due to the variations in background average gray

level intensity.

• Some of the liquid is moving too fast, resulting in motion blur and therefore it is

not possible to freeze the image.

Nevertheless, the snapshots taken at the trailing edge of an airfoil can be used to

analyze basics of the ligament formation and of their breakup into droplets.

4.2.4 Pressure and temperature measurements

The ambient and the inflow conditions are measured using conventional instruments.

The total and static pressure on various positions in the wind tunnel as well as the pres-

sures from the five-hole probe are measured with semiconductor pressure transducers

from Druck Limited. The transducers are kept in a warming cupboard at a constant
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temperature of 42 ◦ to assure no temperature drift. Preceding the measurements the

pressure transducers are calibrated using a gas lubricated piston pressure gage from

Ruska Instrument Corporation (Model 2465-754 ), resulting in a measurement error

below 0.1 % of the maximum value of the transducer.

Temperature measurements are performed with thermo couples type K (Chromel

/ Alumel). The reference temperature is modulated by the measurement amplifiers,

which they are connected to. The maximum measurement error is approximately ±2 K.

The measurement amplifier is a MGCplus from the Hottinger Baldwin Messtechnik

GmbH (HBM) and is used to amplify, convert and record the signals from the pressure

transducers and the thermocouples. For most measurements the software provided by

HBM is used to perform these tasks. Only for the measurements with the five-hole

probe, a self-written LabView script is used to control the measurement amplifier and

the traversing system, which the five-hole probe is mounted to, simultaneously.





Chapter 5

Results and Discussions

In this chapter the obtained results are presented and discussed. First of all the results

of preliminary investigations are addressed. The results of the main experiments are

presented in the second part of this chapter. In table A.1 on page 120 the boundary

conditions for the various experiments are summarized. Some of the results presented

here also can be found in Ulrichs and Joos [2006].

In figure 5.1 the measuring grid for the PDA measurements is illustrated and the

lines of data extraction for a detailed evaluation at the trailing edge as well as on the

pressure and suction side are shown. It has to be mentioned that the streamlines on the

pressure and suction side are only shown exemplarily. These are the streamlines of the

airflow and may vary for the different boundary conditions. The small elevations of the
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Figure 5.1: Measuring Grid and Positions of Data-Extraction

measuring grid on the suction and pressure side close to the airfoil are due to a chamfer

in the plexiglass plates where the airfoils are attached with screws. Unfortunately it
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is not possible to perform measurements very close to the airfoil with standard PDA

setup, because one laser beam is masked by the airfoil. In section 5.2.6 on page 95

measurements closer to the airfoil are described and discussed.

5.1 Basic investigation of the two-phase flow wind

tunnel

In the first part of this section the airflow without water injection is investigated. In

the second part the two-phase flow in the intake is considered.

5.1.1 Airflow without water injection

Preliminary investigations are accomplished to acquire the behavior of the wind tunnel.

Hence results at the inlet of the measuring section are presented. As mentioned before

the velocity of the air flow is regulated by adjusting the total pressure inside the

plenum chamber ptot pc. In figure 5.2 the distribution of the velocity V el =
√
u2 + v2

and the turbulent intensity in the middle of the inlet is presented for different pressures

ptot pc. An uniform velocity and turbulent intensity distribution can be observed in the

p        = 200 mbarg − LDA

tot pcp        = 400 mbarg − Probe

tot pc

tot pcp        = 200 mbarg − Probe

tot pc

tot pcp        = 600 mbarg − LDA p        = 600 mbarg − LDA

p        = 200 mbarg − LDA

tot pcp        = 400 mbarg − LDAtot pc

tot pc
p        = 400 mbarg − LDA

Figure 5.2: Velocity and turbulent intensity without water injection in the inlet

approximately 400 mm upstream of the cascade

middle of the inlet. The velocity results obtained from measurements with the LDA

are compared to measurements with the five-hole probe also. It can be seen that both

measuring techniques deliver almost the same results for the same boundary conditions.
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The maximum deviation of the results of the two measuring techniques is below 2 %

and therefore is within the precision of measurements. The mean turbulent intensities

for the three velocities considered, range from approximately 1.1 % to 1.3 %.

Because there is no mass or volume flow measurement supplied upstream of the

measuring section, the air mass flow rate has to be estimated. As mentioned before, the

thickness of the boundary layer developing in the intake has to be taken into account.

Assuming a fully developed duct flow for the different velocities, the boundary layer

thickness can be approximated using the approach of Schlichting [1965], which shows

a good accordance with measurements and CFD results, as explained in chapter 4.1

(page 39).
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Figure 5.3: Velocity profile of the free jet of the wind tunnel

Measurements of the free jet of the open cascade wind tunnel with the five-hole

probe as seen in figure 5.3 show, that the velocity distribution within the boundary

layer can be approximated using the power-law velocity profile

V el = V elc

(

1 − x

H

)( 1

n)
(5.1)
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where V el is the local velocity and V elc is the velocity measured at the centerline of

the duct. H is the distance from the centerline to the duct walls and x is the control

variable. According to Munson et. al. [1998] the value of n is a function of the Reynolds

number. In this case the characteristic length used to obtain the Reynolds number is

the hydraulic diameter of the wind tunnel, resulting in Re ≈ 2.4 · 106. Hence the value

of n is approximately 9.5 (see Munson et. al. [1998]). From the velocity profile in the

duct, the average velocity can be obtained. The results for the different pressures, set

up in the plenum chamber, are given in table 5.1.

Table 5.1: Average inlet velocities and mass flows without water injection

ptot pc [mbarg] 200.00 400.00 600.00

V elin [m/s] 173.50 214.00 228.00

Main [−] 0.50 0.62 0.66

ṁair [kg/s] 6.06 7.91 8.76

It has to be taken into account that the velocity in the intake will increase when

reaching the plexiglass plates, due to the decrease of cross-sectional area of approxi-

mately 10 %. This leads to higher incident velocity of the cascade. For the sake of

simplicity the velocity or the Mach number in the intake is used to describe the initial

conditions. This assures a better comparability of the flow with and without water

injection.

Figure 5.4-1, 5.4-2 and 5.4-3 show the velocity fields without water injection around

the middle airfoil of the cascade for the three different velocities investigated. In this

experimental setup the white area within the red boundary around the blade is not

visible for the receiving probe of the PDA and hence no measured data is available

from this area. The region upstream of the leading edge is also not reachable for the

PDA setup used for these experiments and therefore it is blank.

At the leading edge of the airfoil the stagnation point can be seen. It is obvious

that the stagnation point is shifted towards the suction side in all three pictures,

indicating that the cascade operates in an off-design point. This also leads to a region

of accelerated flow on the pressure side, which can be observed clearly in figure 5.4-2

and 5.4-3. Data of experiments with different off-design incidence angles show that

the results presented in this study are not influenced significantly by the cascade being

operated in an off-design point.

Taking a closer look at the stagnation point at the different velocities reveals, that

it is moving further to the suction side for increasing velocities. This can be explained

by 3D-effects occurring in the wind tunnel. The fluid between the plexiglass plates and
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Figure 5.4: Velocity distribution around the airfoil without water injection

the outer walls experiences a backward facing step. This results in flow information

being carried from behind the step, upstream to the flow in the intake, close to the

cascade. Therefore the flow reaching the cascade is not parallel to the upper and lower

duct walls, leading to a growth of the incidence angle. With increasing velocity the

incidence angle increases slightly and hence the stagnation point moves further to the

suction side.

At the trailing edge a wake develops, resulting from the boundary layers developing

on the suction and the pressure side as described by Sigloch [1984]. Following the defi-

nition of the boundary layer thickness δ99 the wake thickness can be defined. The wake

thickness, obtained at a position approximately 7.5 mm behind the cascade, ranges

from 4.5 mm for Main = 0.50 − 0.62 and 3 mm for Main = 0.66. The wake thickness
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Figure 5.5: Velocity distribution 7.5 mm downstream of the trailing edge

decreases with increasing velocity, because of the smaller boundary layers developing

on both sides of the airfoil.

Figure 5.5 illustrates the velocity distribution downstream of the trailing edge at

different inlet velocities. The minimum velocity measured in the wake is approximately

82 % of the velocity outside of the wake for Main = 0.50 at the inlet. For Main = 0.62

it reduces to 75 % and 90 % are measured for Main = 0.66. For the highest velocity at

the inlet it can be observed from figure 5.4-3 and 5.5 that the region of high velocity

on the suction side of the airfoil reaches far down and has an influence on the exit flow

of the lower airfoil.

In figure 5.6-1, 5.6-2 and 5.6-3 the local turbulent intensities around the airfoils for

the different velocities are shown. The turbulence is homogeneous around the airfoil

and reaches the same values as in the inlet. Only in the wake and on the suction side in

the region of high velocity the turbulent intensity rises to approximately 5 to 10 times

the intensity in the inlet.

From the velocities reached in the cascade it is obvious, that the flow is supersonic

in some regions and the known passage shock develops for Main = 0.66, as described

by Kempf et. al. [2005]. It results in a sudden deceleration of the velocity, for example

in figure 5.4-3 on the suction side at X/c ≈ 0.5. The shock is seen more clearly when

taking a look at the turbulence level around the airfoil especially in figure 5.6-3. For

the highest velocity the effect of the shock on the turbulent intensity is clearly seen

on the suction side at X/c ≈ 0.5 and slightly on the pressure side at X/c ≈ 0.35. Also

the shock of the airfoil above is seen in terms of an increase in turbulence intensity,

reaching the wake of the middle airfoil at X/c ≈ 1.5.
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Figure 5.6: Turbulent intensity around the airfoil without water injection

The loss coefficients introduced in chapter 3.1 (equation 3.17, 3.18 and 3.19 on

page 20) are compared in figure 5.7. Although all three loss coefficients have different

absolute values for different inlet Mach numbers, they show the same trend and can

be used to characterize the losses in the cascade. It is obvious, that the increase of

the loss coefficient ζδ2 w calculated from the LDA measurements is not as high as the

increase of the coefficients from the probe measurements, comparing the values for the

velocities of Ma = 0.5 and of Ma = 0.62. But the percentage increase from Ma = 0.62

to Ma = 0.66 is in the same order of magnitude for all three loss coefficients. Since the

application of pressure probes like the five-hole probe is not possible in the two-phase

flow, due to water blockage, equation 3.19 is used to calculate the loss coefficient in

the two-phase flow, using the data obtained from the PDA measurements.
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Figure 5.7: Comparison of different loss coefficients

5.1.2 Measured boundary conditions for water injection

In the following section the preliminary experiments with water injection are presented

and discussed. In the case of the comparison of the water loaded flow with the flow with-

out water injection the latter is indicated with DEHS denoting that Di-2-Ethylhexyl-

Sebacat is used as tracer particles for the air flow, as discussed in chapter 4.2.2. The

water loaded flow is indicated with PJ6, PJ10, or PJ20 respectively, depending on the

injection pin nozzle used (see chapter 4.1).

From the calculated air mass flow (see table 5.1) and the water mass flow given by

the manufacturer (see table 4.2 on page 47) the water load of the two-phase flow

η =
ṁl

ṁg

(5.2)

can be estimated. Approximately 10 % of the injected water flows as film on the side

walls of the duct when reaching the cascade. This has to be taken into account, when

calculating the water load. Table 5.2 summerizes the loads for the different operating

points considered. It has to be mentioned, that for the nozzles used, a higher water

Table 5.2: Water loads at the different operating points

Main = 0.500 0.620 0.660

PJ6 0.035% 0.027% 0.024%

PJ10 0.096% 0.074% 0.067%

PJ20 0.382% 0.292% 0.264%
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Figure 5.8: Velocity distribution with water injection in the inlet approximately 400

mm upstream of the cascade

flow rate is accompanied by larger droplets as it is also shown in table 4.2. The values

in table 5.2 indicate, that the water loads used for high fogging systems are not realized

in these experiments. Up to 80 − 95 % of the water, that is injected by high fogging

systems, evaporates in the inlet duct of the gas turbine and only small amount reaches

the compressor and evaporates during compression.

It has to be mentioned, that higher water loads, injected into the wind tunnel, result

in an increase of the water forming a film on the side walls, leading to a reduction of

the optical accessibility for optical measurements. But the results obtained and the

observations made here should be more distinctive for higher water flow rates.

Figure 5.8 shows the velocity profiles of the air flow in the inlet for different water

loads. As shown in figure 5.2 a homogeneous velocity distribution can be observed also

with water injection within the region of interest in the inlet. It is obvious that, the

larger the droplets are (i.e. nozzle PJ20), the larger the particle inertia is. Combined

with the higher mass flow rate of the nozzle used, this results in a higher kinetic energy,

needed to accelerate the water droplets. Therefore the air velocity is lower, because the

applied pressure difference is kept constant. But since the air flow velocities presented

here are all within 2.5 % of the velocity without water injection, this effect is negligible.

The Sauter-Mean-Diameter (D32) distribution in the inlet is shown in figure 5.9.

The measured diameter distribution of the nozzles PJ6 and PJ10, especially close to
Y/c = 0, are comparable with the manufacturer information of the nozzles in table 4.2.

For the nozzle PJ20 the local D32 is increasing with increasing Y/c. This results from

droplet-droplet interactions in the intake, due to a higher droplet flow rate, leading to
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Figure 5.9: D32 distribution in the inlet approximately 400 mm upstream of the

cascade

larger diameters in the measuring plane. But the leading edge of the airfoil used for

detailed investigations is at Y/c = 0 and its trailing edge is at Y/c ≈ −0.13. In an area

projected perpendicular to the upper and lower duct walls the pitch is approximately

0.71 mm, resulting in the leading edges of the airfoils above and below the airfoil selected

for investigations, being at Y/c ≈ 0.57 and Y/c ≈ −0.84 respectively. From figure 5.9 it

can be seen that the D32 distribution in the region of interest is nearly homogeneous.

From the measured diameter distribution the exponent q and the diameter X of the

Rosin-Rammler distribution (see equation 3.50 on page 26) are calculated using the

relations given by Lefebvre [1989]. The results for the different velocities and nozzles

are summarized in table 5.3.

Figure 5.10 shows the velocity of different Sauter-Mean-Diameter classes for the

three different nozzles at Main = 0.62. For the Nozzle PJ6, i.e. the smallest water flow

rate and the smallest droplet sizes, the differences of the droplet velocities, compared

to each other and compared to the air flow without water injection, are below 2 % of

the air flow. These deviations are negligible. But the higher the water flow rate and

the droplet sizes are, the variations of the velocities increase. This can be explained by

the higher inertia of the larger droplets and can be expressed using the relaxation time

τr and the Stokes number St. In this case the characteristic time used to obtain the

Stokes number is calculated using the hydraulic diameter Dh = 0.15 m and the velocity

of the air.

Because the Reynolds number calculated with the relative velocity is Rep > 1, the

drag coefficient has to be obtained from equation 3.54 on page 27. Thus the relaxation
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Table 5.3: Rosin Rammler distribution in the inlet approximately 400 mm upstream

of the cascade

ptot pc Nozzle q X [µm]

200 PJ6 2.45 29.0

200 PJ20 2.95 63.0

400 PJ6 2.35 28.0

400 PJ10 2.90 36.0

400 PJ20 2.95 63.0

600 PJ6 2.65 30.0

600 PJ20 2.95 63.0
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Figure 5.10: Velocity of different droplet size classes for Main = 0.62 in the inlet

approximately 400 mm upstream of the cascade

time is τr ≈ 3.7 ms, resulting in a Stokes number of St ≈ 5.7 for a droplet diameter of

Dp = 55µm and a relative velocity of vrel ≈ 10 m/s. These numbers reduce for smaller

particles and due to the length of the intake of approximately 2.0 m the smaller particles

adapt the velocity of the airflow, while the larger particles do not have sufficient time to

finally reach the velocity of the air. But as it can be seen from figure 5.10 the difference

between the velocities of the air and the large particles (40µm ≤ Dp ≤ 60µm) is below

4.5 %.
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5.2 Investigations of the two-phase flow inside the

compressor cascade

In this chapter the results of the main experiments are presented, namely using two

different approaches. The first deals with the droplets and their behavior in the cascade.

The second analyzes the influence of the droplets on the airflow. Figure 5.11 illustrates

the different phenomena, that occur due to droplet airfoil interaction. The pictures

Suction side

Pressure side

Leading edge

Trailing edge

Figure 5.11: Airfoil-water interaction

around the sketch of the airfoil are obtained from the shadowgraphy system described

in detail in chapter 4.2.3 (page 63).

5.2.1 Droplet interaction with the leading edge

Large droplets approaching the cascade are not capable to follow the streamlines and

impinge on the airfoil. The impingement of the droplets results in a three dimensional

splashing of the droplet as described in chapter 3.2.6 (page 34) and is illustrated in

figure 5.11. The low depth of field of the shadowgraphy system results in a blur, which

prevents the evaluation of the 3D splashing process.

But from the evaluation of the PDA measurements the Stokes number around the

leading edge can be obtained. In figure 5.12 the Stokes number and the streamlines of
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Figure 5.12: Stokes number at the leading edge (Main = 0.62, Nozzle PJ20)

the according droplet size class at the leading edge of an airfoil is shown exemplarily

for Main = 0.62 using nozzle PJ20.

It is obvious from those figures that the Stokes number increases for larger droplet

diameters. For diameters ranging between 10µm and 20µm the Stokes number is

approximately 0.55 which as stated by Dring [1982] results in an angle error larger than

4.6 ◦. The Stokes number increases above 1.5 for particle diameters of Dp = 40−50µm.

This results in an even larger angle error and therefore aids the impingement of droplets

on the airfoil.

From the streamlines, also shown in figures 5.12, it seems that even the trajectories

of small droplets (Dp = 10− 20µm) are straight and do not follow the curved stream-

lines of the air. A comparison of the flow angles of the droplet size classes evaluated
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Table 5.4: Angular variation ∆β1 at the outlet for different particle size classes (Nozzle

PJ20, Main = 0.62, Y/c = 0.0)

D32
∆β1/β1 g (X/c = −0.15) ∆β1/β1 g (X/c = −0.05)

5 − 10µm 0.28 0.31

10 − 20µm 0.57 0.57

20 − 30µm 0.76 0.75

30 − 40µm 0.82 0.81

40 − 50µm 0.86 0.83

50 − 60µm 0.89 0.86

60 − 70µm 0.88 0.87

in figure 5.12 with the angle of the air at the same boundary conditions leads to the

angular variation, which is defined as

∆βi = βi Dp class
− βi g, (5.3)

where i is the index 1 or 2, denoting the inlet and outlet of the cascade respectively.

The results are presented in table 5.4.

From these values it is obvious, that even small droplets, i.e. 5µm ≤ D32 ≤
10µm, are not able to follow the streamlines of the airflow. They have a deviation of

approximately 28 %, which increases to 31 % closer to the trailing edge. The difference

in flow angle increases rapidly with increasing droplet diameter, but for diameters

D32 > 30µm the flow angle is more than 80 % smaller than the angle of the airflow,

almost independent of the distance to the trailing edge, in the region considered here.

5.2.2 Secondary droplet breakup in the cascade

Above and below the airfoil, the droplets flow through the region of accelerated flow

(see figure 5.4) which leads to an increase in the relative Weber number. As described

in chapter 3.2.5 (page 32) the Weber number is an indicator for droplet breakup mech-

anisms. It is the ratio of inertia to surface tension forces and for the case considered

here the relative Weber number

Werel =
(vg − vl)

2Dp0 ̺g

σl

is used. In the upper frame of figure 5.11 a bag breakup occurs. Figure 5.13 shows the

local Weber number distribution around an airfoil for different boundary conditions.

For Main = 0.66 and Dp = 70 − 80µm the largest Weber numbers occur.
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Figure 5.13: Local Weber number

It is obvious from these figures that the Weber numbers appearing around the airfoil

hardly exceed 15. As described in chapter 3.2.5 for 12 & We & 50 bag breakup may

occur as seen in figure 5.11. Hence the Weber number range, where bag breakup may

occur, is reached at the lower end. As mentioned before, in the current setup the

shadowgraphy system provides snapshots only. On an average of 100 pictures taken

at this position at constant boundary conditions, only two showed a developing bag

breakup. Under the assumption that all pictures show the same number of droplets in

the same size range, the occurrence of bag breakup is negligible. Herefrom it can be

concluded, that for the different boundary conditions the aerodynamic forces acting on

the droplets do not result in a droplet breakup.

5.2.3 Droplet size distribution and droplet velocities around

the airfoil

The lacking of droplet breakup due to aerodynamic forces on the pressure and suction

side is also observed in the droplet size distributions around an airfoil shown in figure

5.14. Only an insignificant reduction in droplet size is seen in the regions of high

velocities. Comparing the droplet size distribution between the airfoils at the inlet

of the cascade with the distribution at the outlet, a decrease of approximately 12 %

is observed. Due to the small local Weber numbers in this region this reduction is

attributed to vibrational break up as discribed in chapter 3.2.5.

Another interesting phenomena is observed at the trailing edge of the airfoil. Here

a droplet size separation takes place. This is illustrated in figure 5.15 more clearly. The
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Figure 5.14: Local Sauter-Mean-Diameter distribution around an airfoil

streamlines for various droplet size classes are shown and in addition some streamlines

of the airflow without water injection. It is obvious, that the larger a droplet is, the

larger the inertia is and therefore the tracking capability reduces. Table 5.5 summarizes

selected values of the flow angle of different droplet size classes at the trailing edge at

two different Y/c positions.

Especially for diameters Dp > 50µm a deviance of approximately 80 % at the trail-

ing edge is observed, just increasing slightly for even larger droplets. This is comparable

with the results at the leading edge, presented in chapter 5.2.1. As suggested in Dring

and Suo [1978], Dring et. al. [1979] and Dring [1982], the Stokes number can be used to

appraise the tracking capability. Here the Stokes number is calculated using equation

3.47 on page 25 with the characteristic time calculated using the chord length and the
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Figure 5.15: Streamlines of different droplet sizes

Table 5.5: Angular variation at the outlet for different particle size classes (Main =

0.62, Nozzle PJ20)

Dp
Y/c = 0.125 Y/c = −0.375

5 − 10µm −13.0◦ −12.3◦

10 − 20µm −11.0◦ −10.8◦

20 − 30µm −8.4◦ −8.4◦

30 − 40µm −5.0◦ −5.0◦

40 − 50µm −3.7◦ −3.7◦

50 − 60µm −3.3◦ −3.4◦

70 − 80µm −3.1◦ −3.0◦

incidence velocity. Figures 5.16-1 and 5.16-2 show the angular variation, as defined in

equation 5.3, subject to the Stokes number, at different X/c positions.

It is obvious, that with increasing Stokes number the angular variation increases,

but approaches a maximum value, depending on the X/c position, asymptotic. This

value reaches from 0.6 to 0.9, depending on the position in the cascade. For Stokes

numbers St ≥ 5 no significant change in the angular deviation on the pressure side

arises. With increasing distance from the leading edge the variation decreases for a

constant Stokes number, due to the droplet inertia, which causes the droplets to follow

the air flow more closely with proceeding time.
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Figure 5.16: Particle flow angle subject to Stokes number

On the suction side the Stokes number reduces to St < 4, where no considerable

change in flow angle variation appears. The spreading of the difference in flow angle is

smaller, but the absolute value is larger, than on the pressure side. This is due to the

larger curvature of the streamlines of the airflow on the suction side, resulting in more

time needed for the droplets to follow the airflow.

Additionally figures 5.17-1 and 5.17-2 show the velocity variation, which is defined

analogous to the angular variation

∆V el = V elDp class
− V elg (5.4)

against the Stokes number. The same behavior as for the angular variation can be

seen for the velocity divergence. With an increasing Stokes number the deviation

increases also, but the higher the Stokes number the smaller the incremental deviation.

A negligible change is reached for St ≥ 5 and the maximum deviation is reached

asymptotic. This maximum value ranges from 0.1 to 0.3, depending on the position in

the cascade.

To have a better understanding of the influence of the Stokes number on the particle

flow velocity, the airflow velocities for the boundary conditions have to be considered.

Figure 5.18 shows the velocity contour plot for the conditions considered here. In

addition the X/c positions, where the data is extracted, are identified by dash-dotted

lines.

Comparing the local velocity with the velocity variation subject to the Stokes num-

ber, it can be seen, that for the highest velocities the highest differences between the

droplets and the air velocities occur. This has the same reason as the angular devia-
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Figure 5.17: Particle flow angle and velocity subject to Stokes number
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Figure 5.18: Velocity distribution of air around the airfoil with water injection using

nozzle PJ10 (Main = 0.62)

tion. Due to the droplet inertia, the droplets are not able to follow sudden changes in

velocity.

In figure 5.19 the droplet size distribution along the outlet of the cascade for various

operating conditions is shown and compared to the distribution in the inlet. Also shown

in this graph is an extension line of the trailing edge. Tsubouchi et. al. [1990] argue,
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Figure 5.19: D32 distribution along the trailing edge for various operating conditions

that the droplet size at the trailing edge mainly depends on aerodynamic forces (i.e.

flow velocity and velocity gradient) and on the water load. This can not be concluded

from figure 5.19. It is interesting to note, that the droplet size distribution in the region

of the wake of an airfoil is nearly independent of the operating conditions. In this area

the Sauter-Mean-Diameter ranges from 5µm to 10µm approximately. This occurrence

is due to the droplet size separation described above and the droplets resulting from

the ligament breakup addressed in chapter 5.2.4.

Above and below the region of small droplets the droplet sizes distribution depends

mainly on the nozzle used for water injection. In these regions no significant difference

is found between the droplets size distribution in the inlet and the outlet as seen in

the graph on the right hand side of figure 5.19.

5.2.4 Ligament formation and breakup at the trailing edge

The droplets accumulating on the airfoil form a liquid film. This film is driven by shear

forces and is moving towards the trailing edge. From this film streaks are reaching the

trailing edge, forming water lumps at several positions. These lumps stick to the

trailing edge, because of the influence of the surface tension of the liquid, but grow

in the direction of the airflow and along the trailing edge. When a critical amount of

water has accumulated, droplets are torn from the edge, resulting in ligaments. Due to

aerodynamic forces these ligaments break up into droplets. This process is illustrated

in figure 5.20.
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Figure 5.20: Exemplary illustration of the ligament formation and breakup at the

trailing edge

Shadowgraphy pictures taken at the trailing edge and downstream of it are eval-

uated to obtain the approximate ligament length as well as the droplet diameter dis-

tribution resulting from the ligament breakup. As mentioned before, the length of the

ligament can only be estimated from the data obtained, due to the limited capability

of the measuring system of only taking snapshots. On the other hand this is an ad-

vantage, when evaluating the size of the single droplets, resulting from the ligament

breakup, because the velocity of these droplets is slow, compared to the surrounding

two-phase flow. Droplets in the two-phase flow are hardly seen on the pictures taken,

because of their high velocities resulting in motion blur.

Figure 5.21 shows the ligament breakup for the various operating conditions ex-

amined. As described by Varga et. al. [2003] the atomization is achieved through a

transfer of kinetic energy from the gas to the liquid, when the momentum flux of the

gaseous phase is in the order or higher than that of the liquid phase. After the water

separates from the trailing edge and spreads downstream, the liquid makes large radial

excursions from the central axis. This phenomenon is influenced by the shear flow

within the wake and the resulting turbulence level. Also it can be observed that the

movement of the ligament is towards the suction side of the airfoil in most cases, which

results from the pressure difference between suction and pressure side. From these fluc-
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Figure 5.21: Examples of ligament breakup under various operating conditions

tuations segments of the ligament are exposed to a perpendicular airflow, which has

a higher velocity. This exposure results in an accelerative destabilization mechanism,
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Figure 5.22: Ligament length at the trailing edge under various operating conditions

which is also known as a Rayleigh-Taylor instability. It develops, when a liquid surface

is accelerated in a direction perpendicular to its plane.

Figure 5.22 shows the average length in flow direction of the ligaments developing

from the trailing edge as described above. It is evident from the diagram that the

ligament length strongly depends on the air flow velocity. For an increase of velocity

from Main = 0.5 to Main = 0.62 the length decreases up to 15 % for the smallest water

load. But for the Main = 0.66 the decrease ranges between 25 % and 30 % compared to

Main = 0.5. This reduction is due to the increase in aerodynamic forces, which result

from the higher kinetic energy.

The water load also has an effect on the ligament length. With increasing water

load the ligament length experiences approximately a 25 % increase for Main = 0.66.

For higher water loads the droplets impinging on the airfoil are larger, due to the

larger nozzle used, and the critical amount of water at the trailing edge is reached

sooner. Therefore more water participates in the ligament formation. This higher

amount of water leads to a more stable ligament, which can resist the shear forces

longer, because the unstable thickness is reached further downstream. For the lower

velocities the increase in ligament length for the higher water load is smaller, because

the turbulence intensity in the wake is higher for lower velocities and this aids a faster

ligament breakup.

According to Varga et. al. [2003] additional processes lead to secondary droplet

breakup, after the droplets leave the ligament breakup region. Therefore a closer look

is taken at the Sauter-Mean-Diameter further downstream of the trailing edge. Figure

5.23 illustrates the Sauter-Mean-Diameter of the droplets resulting from the ligament
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Figure 5.23: D32 after ligament breakup at different positions downstream of trailing

edge

breakup. The distance variable xrel denotes the distance from the trailing edge in the

main flow direction.

It is obvious, that the droplets developing from the ligament breakup (at xrel ≈
1 mm) seem to be independent of the velocity of the surrounding airflow as well as of

the water load and of the initial droplet size. The droplet size ranges between 55µm

and 70µm. Further downstream the droplets break up, due to aerodynamic forces

and reach diameters below 50µm for the high water load and approximately 25µm

to 35µm, when using nozzle PJ6. The airflow velocity only has little effect on the

droplet diameter distribution. It appears, that for the lowest velocity the diameters

are slightly larger compared to the highest velocity examined. But this difference is

approximately 30 % at maximum and even lower for a higher water load. Whereas

the droplet size can decrease with increasing distance by more than 50 % of the initial

droplet size after ligament breakup. Similar results for the ligament development and

breakup were found by Yoshida and Kuramoto [1982] as described in chapter 2.

5.2.5 Influence of the water droplets on the airflow

Figure 5.24-1 shows the velocity distribution around an airfoil without water injection.

In addition to figure 5.18, the figures 5.24-2 and 5.24-3 illustrate the velocity distribu-

tion of the air with water injection, using nozzle PJ6 and PJ20. These figures indicate,

that the regions of high velocities on the suction and on the pressure side are smaller

and the velocities in these regions are lower, when water is injected. With increasing

water load (i.e. nozzle PJ20) this characteristic is even more distinctive. The water

droplets are accelerated and due to their higher inertia, the kinetic energy of the air
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5.24-1: Without water injection
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5.24-2: With water injection using nozzle PJ6
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5.24-3: With water injection using nozzle PJ20

Figure 5.24: Velocity distribution of air around the airfoil with and without water

injection (Main = 0.62)

flow reduces compared to the setup without water injection. The more water droplets

are injected and the larger the droplets are, the more kinetic energy has to be transfered

from the continuous phase to the dispersed phase.

The influence of the water on the velocity at the outlet of the cascade is shown in

figure 5.25. It can be seen, that with increasing water load the velocity of the air in the

wake decreases. This is due to the water, spurting from the trailing edge, which needs

to be accelerated and therefore the kinetic energy of the air diminishes as mentioned

above. Inside the wake the lowest velocity decreases by approximately 6 % to 8 %,

when using nozzle PJ6, and by approximately 18 % to 20 %, when using nozzle PJ20.
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Figure 5.25: Velocity distribution along the outlet with and without water injection

Also the wake increases in thickness with augmenting water load especially on the

suction side. This is caused by spreading of the ligaments and the droplets resulting

from their breakup in the Y/c direction. Especially for high water loads the increase in

wake thickness is significant. As it is seen in figure 5.25 the thickness approximately

doubles, compared to the flow without water injection.

The loss coefficient ζδ2 w (see equation 3.19 on page 20) is shown in figure 5.26.

Obviously the absolute values of the loss coefficient are larger for water laden airflows.
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Figure 5.26: Loss coefficient ζδ2w subject to water flow rate and velocity

This is due to the larger wake thickness as described above. Only for Main = 0.66
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the loss decreases slightly compared to Main = 0.62 with water injection. This is due

to the passage shock not developing for the water laden flow, because of the lower

velocities in the cascade.

It is remarkable to note, that independent of the water load and the flow velocity a

maximum value of the loss coefficient ζδ2 w ≈ 0.0325 is reached. This is due to the wake

thickness, as the dominating parameter in the calculation of the coefficient, reaching

a maximum value. Hence the loss coefficient attains a maximum. Therefore it can be

concluded, that the loss coefficient ζδ2 w is an indicator for the losses. But due to the

limited expressiveness, it should be used with care.

5.2.6 Boundary layer measurements

As mentioned before, the closest distance to the airfoil, where measurements can be

performed, is limited by one laser beam path in the standard setup. To overcome this

limitation, the transmitting probe of the PDA is inclined, so that the lowest laser beam

is parallel to the airfoil. This setup allows measurements closer to the airfoil suction

and pressure side respectively.

In figure 5.27 the air velocity distribution around the airfoil is illustrated for different

water flow rates. From these measurements it can be deduced, that the regions of high

velocity on the pressure and on the suction side are smaller and shifted towards the

trailing edge, as discussed above. Also the absolute velocities decrease with increasing

water load (see figure 5.27-4).

Table 5.6: De Haller number and stage reaction ratio with and without water injection

(Main = 0.62)

Ha
rk w/o water

rk water

DEHS 0.72 1.00

PJ6 0.63 1.03

PJ10 0.68 1.01

PJ20 0.66 0.99

All four plots show a region of low velocities developing on the pressure side, indi-

cating a flow separation, resulting from the off-design operation. This flow separation

is independent of the water load. On the basis of these measurements the ratio of the

stage reaction rk with and without water injection

rk w/o water

rk water
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5.27-1: Without water injection
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5.27-2: Nozzle PJ6
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Figure 5.27: Air velocity distribution close to the airfoil with and without water

injection (Main = 0.62)

and the de Haller number Ha are evaluated (see equations 3.11 and 3.15 respectively

on page 20). The results are summarized in table 5.6.

The de Haller number is slightly above the critical value of 0.7 for the flow without

water injection. For the droplet laden flows the de Haller number declines below the

critical value. This is due to the velocity at the trailing edge being smaller with water

injection and therefore influencing the de Haller number. It is not possible to identify

the extend of the influence of the water load on the de Haller number obtained from

these measurements. Further experiments have to follow, to evaluate this influence.

A small increase in the stage reaction can be observed with increasing water load.

This indicates that the enthalpy difference is slightly increasing for water laden flows,
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due to the higher inertia of the water droplets. But the determined differences are very

small and further experiments have to confirm these findings.

In figure 5.28 the diameter distribution for the different nozzles is shown for Main =

0.62. On all three plots the regions of low diameters are seen at the trailing edge, due

to droplet size separation. But there is a region of comparatively large droplets on the

suction side at the trailing edge. It is reasonable to assume, that these large droplets are

reflections from the water film moving towards the trailing edge in waves, as explained

above. These waves are recognized as large droplets by the PDA.

It is remarkable to note, that in all plots of figure 5.28 there is a region of small

droplets right below the leading edge directed downwards. The splashing of droplets

at the leading edge results in secondary droplets, which are small in size. Due to the
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Figure 5.28: D32 distribution close to the airfoil (Main = 0.62)
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kinetic energy of those droplets and the airflow carrying those droplets away, the region

of small droplets may develop. A second, more likely reason is found, when considering

the velocity distributions in figure 5.27. The velocity gradient in this region is high,

resulting in an increase of aerodynamic forces acting on the droplet and leading to a

secondary breakup of larger droplets. This explanation is also given in Matysiak [2007],

where similar results are obtained from numerical simulations.



Chapter 6

Summary and future prospects

In the first part of this chapter a summary of the presented work is given. In the second

part future prospects are addressed.

6.1 Summary

In recent years inlet and high fogging systems for power augmentation of gas turbines,

which are discussed in chapter 2, are gaining more importance. When a high fogging

system is implemented, some of the injected water droplets enter the compressor of the

gas turbine and evaporate during the compression process. There is only little funda-

mental experimental data available to evaluate the two-phase flows in the compressor,

with water droplets as the dispersed phase and air as the continuous phase. Therefore

the aim of this work is to provide first experimentally obtained data of the behavior

and influence of water droplets in a compressor cascade.

In chapter 3 the theoretical fundamentals are addressed. The theory of compressor

cascade flow is presented briefly. The discussion is focused on two-phase flow with air

as the continuous phase and water droplets as the dispersed phase.

For the experiments, the existing open cascade wind tunnel of the Laboratory of Tur-

bomachinery at the Helmut-Schmidt-University / University of German federal armed

forces in Hamburg is extended, to allow water to be injected into the airflow. The new

developed test facility is described in chapter 4.1. The measuring section is equipped

with glass windows, to assure optical accessibility of the cascade. Because test facilities,

which allow the injection of fluids in a continuous transonic airflow, are uncommon,

this test facility is described in detail, also beyond the measuring section.

Due to a boundary layer developing at the side walls of the intake towards the

cascade, the airfoils are mounted between two plexiglass plates. Hence the boundary

layer is being peeled off between the outer duct walls and the plexiglass plates. This
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results in an undisturbed two dimensional flow in a large region of the airfoil height,

as shown by oil-coating pictures.

To inject a fine mist of water droplets, impaction pin nozzles are used, which are

also implemented at inlet and high fogging systems. Three different nozzles are used,

resulting in three different water mass flow rates. Each nozzle also has a different water

droplet diameter spectrum. Therefore, when the mass flow rate is altered, the droplet

diameter distribution also changes.

The non-intrusive PDA measuring technique is used to measure velocities and

droplet diameters in the compressor cascade of the test facility. The PDA is the main

measuring technique, but to investigate the ligament formation and breakup at the

trailing edge of an airfoil the non-intrusive shadowgraphy technique is used. The the-

ory and the implementation at this specific test facility of both systems are described

in chapter 4.2.

The results and discussion of the investigations are presented in chapter 5. In the

first part of this chapter preliminary results are addressed. These include the airflow in

the inlet without water injection. These results are used to obtain the mass flow rate

at different operating conditions. In addition the velocity distribution around an airfoil

for an airflow without water injection is discussed. It is found, that the compressor

cascade is operated at an off-design point. Further experiments with different stagger

angles, which are not presented in this work, lead to the conclusion, that the off-design

operation has a negligible influence on the results presented. Furthermore the droplet

laden flow in the intake is investigated to characterize the influence of the water droplets

on the approaching flow to the cascade. A homogeneous Sauter-Mean-Diameter (D32)

distribution, which is comparable with the manufacturer information, is found for the

two smaller nozzles. For the largest nozzle, i.e. the highest water flow rate and the

largest droplet diameters, the D32 enlarges with increasing duct height. But in the

region of interest the droplet diameter distribution is small and therefore acceptable.

The investigations into the droplet laden flow under various boundary conditions

are addressed in the main part of chapter 5. Because the shadowgraphy system is not

capable of imaging three dimensional splashing at the leading edge, the flow angels of

different droplet diameter classes upstream of the leading edge are evaluated. These

angles reveal, that even droplets smaller than D32 ≤ 10µm are not able to follow

the airflow. The angular deviation increases for increasing droplet diameters, but for

droplets with D32 ≥ 40µm the deviation hardly changes.

Looking at the local Weber number around the airfoil, reveals, that the Weber

numbers are small and the occurrence of bag breakup is unlikely. From these results it

is derived, that breakup of droplets due to aerodynamic forces, almost always results

from vibrational breakup only. Hardly any breakup of droplets can be seen in the

D32-distribution around an airfoil.
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An interesting point to note is a droplet separation at the suction side, which is

due to smaller droplets following the streamlines more closely, because of the smaller

inertia. This is also stated, when plotting the streamlines of the airflow and of various

droplet diameters.

The Stokes number is used to evaluate the angular and velocity deviations of dif-

ferent droplet size classes. For both it is found, that with increasing Stokes number,

the deviations increase as well. But for St & 5 the values of the deviations approach a

maximum value asymptotic.

The droplet size distribution at the outlet reveals, that the droplet diameters are

hardly influenced by the airflow in the regions between the airfoils. Here the diameters

are comparable to the diameters measured in the inlet. But it is found, that the

droplets downstream of the trailing edge reach a minimum value of approximately

5µm to 10µm independent of water load and air velocity.

The shadowgraphy system is used to investigate the ligament formation and breakup

at the trailing edge of the airfoil. The ligament length increases with higher water

loads and decreases with higher airflow velocities, due to the higher kinetic energy.

The droplet sizes resulting from the breakup tend to reach a lower value with increas-

ing distance from the airfoil. Due to the limits of the shadowgraphy system, further

investigations are suggested after improving the hardware of the system, as explained

in section 6.2.

The influence of the water droplets on the airflow is evaluated assuming, that water

droplets smaller thanDp ≤ 1µm having a tracking capability, that is sufficient to follow

the airflow. The results reveal a decrease of the velocity, especially in the regions of

maximum velocity on the suction and pressure side and a shift towards the trailing edge

of those regions. The loss coefficient obtained, using the wake momentum thickness,

gives an estimation of increasing losses for water laden flows, which reach a maximum

value. But this loss coefficient is not sufficient to provide an overall evaluation of the

losses in the cascade, as discussed in chapter 5.2.5.

For measurements of the boundary layer the transmitting probe of the PDA is

inclined, so that one laser beam is parallel to the airfoil. From these measurements a

region of low droplet diameters is found right below the leading edge on the pressure

side, mainly due to the high velocity gradients in this region. In addition the shear

driven film on the airfoil moving towards the trailing, appear as large particles close to

the trailing edge. This is due to the waves of the film being detected as large particles

by the PDA.
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6.2 Future Prospects

This work presents first results of measurements of a two-phase flow in a compressor

cascade. The test facility erected for the measurements and the measurement systems

are well designed and implemented. However the compressor cascade is operated in an

off-design point. The results presented in this work are little effected by the operating

point. But for future investigations the design point should also be investigated.

Evaluating the obtained results and by comparing them with CFD results presented

by Matysiak [2007] it turns out that the extension of the duct, which is intended to

prevent disturbances of the redirected airflow by the lower duct wall, may have an

influence on the incidence angle. The air flowing between the outer duct walls and

the plexiglass plates experiences a backward facing step. As it is known from various

publications, a backward facing step also influences the flow upstream of the step. This

can be the reason, why the flow close to the cascade is not parallel to the duct walls

and therefore the cascade is operated in an off-design point. It is suggested to eliminate

the step between the outer duct walls and the plexiglass plates to obtain an optimized

incident flow.

A second step can be to substitute the abrupt change in duct height below the

cascade in the middle of the measuring section by a moderate change. Preferably a

slope with the same angle as the flow at the trailing edge should be used. In addition

a detailed study of the influence of the reinforcements of the plexiglass plates on the

flow should be performed.

As it is obvious from figure 5.9, the diameter distribution in the intake is not homo-

geneous, when using the nozzle PJ20. The reason is assumed to be an inhomogeneous

spray reaching the nozzle, which directs the flow from the plenum chamber towards

the measuring section. Further experiments have to be performed to evaluate the

assumption and to optimize the diameter distribution in the flow towards the cascade.

Although a series of new findings are presented in this work, further experiments

have to be performed. The shadowgraphy system used here for snapshots should be

extended to allow for a detailed investigation into the interaction of the water droplets

with the airfoil. As mentioned before the camera frame rate and the maximum pulse

rate of the laser are the limiting parameters of the system.

To obtain consecutive pictures of the ligament formation and breakup at the trailing

edge for a detailed study, a high speed camera should be used for image capturing.

Some tests already performed with a high speed camera showed, that, although the

camera is capable of taking pictures for a detailed study of the ligaments, the obtained

data could not be evaluated due to motion blur. This blur results from the fairly slow

shutter of the camera in combination with a continuous light source, which was used

as backlight. Therefore it is suggested to use a high speed laser in connection with the
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high speed camera, so that even the shutter of the camera is not entirely closed after

taking one picture, the chip of the camera is not illuminated anymore, due to a short

laser pulse.

A second improvement for the shadowgraphy system is the long-distance micro-

scope. The one used in this study has a fairly low depth of field. A larger depth of

field is necessary to evaluate the three dimensional splashing process of a water droplet

impinging on the leading edge, for example. Therefore a different far field microscope

should be used for a detailed study of three dimensional effects. This study is necessary

to obtain information about the amount of water impinging on an airfoil and how much

water remains on an airfoil.

Another object of investigation should be the fluid film developing on an airfoil.

Especially the thickness and the surface condition are important, because they have a

direct influence on the flow close to the blade and the developing boundary layer. There-

fore measurements should be performed, using a Laser Induced Fluorescence (LIF)

system as introduced by Driscoll et. al. [1992].

With the data presented in this work a basis is established which has to be extended.

A variation of the boundary condition is mandatory to generalize the findings of this

work and to further evaluate the numerical code developed by Matysiak [2007]. In

an intermediate term the investigations have to be extended to a rotating machine

and the long term aim are measurements in an operating compressor, based on the

experiences made and results obtained from experiments in the two-phase flow cascade

wind tunnel. Additional forces, namely the Coriolis and centrifugal forces, have an

effect on the two-phase flow in a rotating environment, as described in AGARD-AR-

332 [1995]. Especially the fluid films developing on the airfoils are influenced by these

forces and therefore they have to be accounted for.
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Appendix A

Boundary conditions of the

experiments

In the following table the boundary conditions for the various experiments are sum-

marized. It has to be noted, that the pressure of the water, supplied to the nozzle, is

kept constant at 100 bar for all experiments.
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Table A.1: Set and measured boundary conditions of the experiments

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

Plenum

chamber

ppc tot [mbarg] 200.00 400.00 600.00 200.00 400.00 600.00 400.00 200.00 400.00 600.00

Tpc [K] 304.00 304.00 304.00 304.00 304.00 304.00 304.00 304.00 304.00 304.00

Water Nozzle — — — PJ6 PJ6 PJ6 PJ10 PJ20 PJ20 PJ20

Intake

Tin [K] 299.00 298.00 297.00 299.00 298.00 297.00 298.00 299.00 298.00 297.00

ṁ [kg/s] 6.06 7.91 8.76 6.06 7.91 8.76 7.91 6.06 7.91 8.76

η [%] — — — 0.04 0.03 0.02 0.07 0.38 0.29 0.26

Ma 0.50 0.62 0.66 0.50 0.62 0.66 0.62 0.50 0.62 0.66

Tu [%] 1.20 1.20 1.20 1.20 1.20 1.20 1.20 1.20 1.20 1.20

X — — — 29.00 28.00 30.00 36.00 63.00 63.00 63.00

q — — — 2.45 2.35 2.65 2.90 2.95 2.95 2.95

Outlet
pout tot [mbarg] 120.00 210.00 180.00 — — — — — — —

pout stat [mbarg] −10.00 −30.00 −50.00 — — — — — — —



Appendix B

Droplet evaporation

In this section the evaporation of a single droplet is estimated. For a detailed discussion

on droplet evaporation see [Rensink, 2004] and [Turns, 1996]. Different evaporation

models are presented in literature. Most of them originate from investigations into

gas turbine combustion chambers or internal combustion engines and therefore imply

a high ambient temperature. Hence the heat transfer and the heat conduction are of

great importance. Among these models are

• the uniform-temperature-model, it considers a simultaneous droplet heat up

and evaporation, hence the droplet temperature has to be determined iteratively,

• the thin-skin-model, where only a thin outer layer is heated up and evaporates

and the rest of the droplet remains at the initial temperature,

• the conduction-limit-model, it solves the one-dimensional energy equation

inside the droplet utilizing a droplet internal discretisation and

• the D2-law, it separates the heat up of the droplet and the evaporation process.

In this study the droplet behavior is investigated in moderate ambient conditions

regarding pressure and temperature. Hence the boiling temperature of the liquid is not

attained. For the evaporation process considered here the cooling limit temperature Tcl

of the liquid as a function of the ambient condition (pressure, temperature and relative

humidity) is important. Because the difference between the cooling limit temperature

and the temperature of the droplet is small, heat transfer can be neglected and therefore

diffusion driven evaporation can be assumed. Hence the D2-law can be utilized to

estimate the droplet evaporation. The following assumptions are made:

• the evaporation process is quasi-stationary,

• the droplet consists of a pure liquid,
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• the droplet is spherical,

• the droplet is isolated, e.g. the distance to other droplets is large and therefore

the evaporation of the droplet is not influenced by other droplets,

• within the droplet the temperature is constant regarding time and space,

• there is no fluid motion inside the droplet,

• the vapor field around the droplet is spherically symmetric,

• the material properties are constant during the evaporation process,

• the process is isobar,

• the surrounding gas is an ideal gas.

The D2-law is a diffusion controlled evaporation model, i.e. convection is not con-

sidered and it describes the temporal development of the droplet diameter

D2
p(t) = D2

p0 −K t. (B.1)

Dp0 is the initial diameter and t the time. K is a constant and is obtained from

K = 8
̺lg Dlg

̺l

ln (1 +BM) , (B.2)

where ̺lg is the density of the mixture of the droplet fluid vapor and the surrounding

gas. Dlg is the binary diffusion coefficient of the vapor in the surrounding gas. ̺l

depicts the density of the liquid.

Spalding’s mass transfer number BM is defined as

BM =
cplg (T∞ − Tcl)

hvf

, (B.3)

using the ambient temperature in a distance far away from the droplet T∞. hvf denotes

the enthalpy of evaporation of the liquid of the droplet and cplg is the heat capacity at

constant pressure of the mixture. Tcl is the cooling limit temperature, which is reached

at the droplet surface. Balancing the gas, the liquid and the energy in the mixture

zone, results in an equation for the cooling limit temperature. Because the saturation

point is not known at this stage, the cooling limit temperature has to be obtained from

an iterative calculation. For combustion processes the boiling temperature is used in

equation B.3 instead of the cooling limit temperature.

If D2
p(t) is set to zero in equation B.1 the lifetime of the droplet is obtained

t =
D2

p0

K
. (B.4)
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Following the suggestion of Rensink [2004], the heat capacity of the mixture, con-

sisting of the vapor of the liquid and the surrounding gas, can be approximated by

cplg = cplv

(

T
)

(B.5)

using the 1/3-rule

T = Tcl +
T∞ − Tcl

3
(B.6)

and cplv being the heat capacity at constant temperature of the liquid vapor.

The fluid properties needed for the calculations described above are obtained from

polynomials which are derived from values in the range of interest published in VDI

[2002].

To estimate the droplet size reduction due to evaporation the following assumptions

are made in addition to the assumptions listed above

• the surrounding gas is dry air, i.e. maximum evaporation rate,

• the droplet liquid is water,

• the droplet moves at the same velocity as the surrounding air, i.e. no convection

occurs.

The distance the droplet has to travel to pass the region of interest in the cascade

of the test facility, described in chapter 4.1, is approximated with 120 mm. Flowing

with 175 m/s, which is the slowest velocity in the inlet used for investigations, the time,

which is relevant for the estimation of the droplet evaporation, i.e. the time needed to

pass the regions used for measurements, arises to 0.0007 s. To obtain a better overview

of the droplet evaporation during measurements in the cascade, the temperature of the

air and of the droplet is varied as well as the ambient pressure. Using the approach

described above and applying these boundary conditions, the reduction of the droplet

diameter during measurements is calculated.

Figures B.1 and B.2 show the droplet size reduction, resulting from diffusion con-

trolled evaporation for a droplet with a diameter of 5µm and 20µm respectively. As

mentioned above the relative humidity is assumed to be zero, which is not the case

during the measurements, but it results in a conservative estimation of the droplet

diameter reduction. Also, from various calculations it is found, that the temperature

of the liquid is having a negligible influence on the evaporation process. Therefore, in

these figures the diameter reduction is plotted against the pressure and temperature

of the gas phase.

From these figures it is evident that the evaporation even for small droplets flowing

through the cascade, e.g. 5µm in diameter, is negligible. For the lowest pressure
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Figure B.1: Diameter reduction due to diffusion controlled evaporation of a 5µm

droplet with Tl = 293.15 K depending on gas pressure and temperature

Figure B.2: Diameter reduction due to diffusion controlled evaporation of a 20µm

droplet with Tl = 293.15 K depending on gas pressure and temperature

(pg = 0.5 mbarg) and the highest temperature (Tg = 313.15 K) the maximum diameter

reduction occurs, which is slightly above 5 %. This results in a droplet volume which

is approximately 15 % smaller than the initial volume.
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Figure B.3: Diameter reduction of different initial diameters, subject to the gas

temperature (pg = 1000 mbarg)
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Figure B.4: Diameter reduction of different initial diameters, subject to the gas

temperature (Tg = 298.15 K)

For a droplet diameter of 20µm the maximum diameter reduction under the con-

ditions mentioned above is approximately 0.3 % and therefore the volume decreases by

about 0.9 %.

Figures B.3 and B.4 show the droplet diameter decrease due to evaporation for a

variety of gas temperatures and gas pressures respectively. Here a similar behavior as
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mentioned above can be observed. This denotes that for the entire range of boundary

conditions used for the experiments in this work evaporation even of the small droplets

can be neglected and therefore is not considered for the investigations of this research.
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